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Green’s Mars

THE 1877 opposition of Mars
was unusually favourable for

observing that planet. Giovanni
Schiaparelli famously used
observations made at this time to
produce maps of unprecedented
detail which first introduced the
ultimately illusory canali.
Schiaparelli was not, of course,
the only astronomer to observe
Mars during this opposition; the
front cover shows some of the
drawings that Nathaniel Green
made around the same time.

Green (1823-99) was a
prominent Victorian artist whose
pupils included Queen Victoria
and other members of the Royal
family. He was also an active
amateur astronomer and is now
remembered primarily for his
coloured drawings of the planets.
The front cover shows seven of
his drawings of Mars. He drew
them from observations made on
1 September 1877 using an alt-

azimuth mounted Newtonian
with a mirror by George
With. He was observing from
an altitude of 2200 ft on the

island of Madeira in the
Atlantic, some three hundred

miles west of Morocco, where
the clear skies afforded excellent
seeing. Green’s key to the
features shown in these drawings

is reproduced at right. He used
the then-familiar nomenclature
introduced by Richard Proctor on
maps derived from observations
by the Revd William Rutter
Dawes but augmented with
additional names of his own.
Roger Hutchins discusses some
other early attempts to chart Mars
on p27.

Nathaniel Green
(from the
BAA Mars
Section
Web site). Cover illustration and above: These illustrations are part of a

series of fourteen drawings and two maps published by Green in
Observations of Mars, at Madeira, in August and September 1877

(1879, Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, 44, pp123-140).
They are reproduced by kind permission of the Library of the Royal

Observatory Edinburgh and I am most grateful to Karen Moran,
Librarian at that institution, for her continuing assistance.
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Editorial

Clive Davenhall

WHAT do the late-nineteenth
century French composer

Camille Saint-Saëns, the early-
twentieth century American
author of horror fiction H.P.
Lovecraft and the mid-twentieth
century British comedian Will
Hay have in common? Given that
I am posing the question in an
editorial for the SHA Bulletin it is
perhaps not entirely surprising
that the answer is that all three
were amateur astronomers. We
cannot offer anything on Saint-
Saëns (perhaps an enterprising
reader could write something for
a future issue?), but Stuart
Williams contributes an article on
Lovecraft’s astronomy and its
influence on his fiction (p33) and
Martin Mobberley reviews
Graham Rinaldi’s recent
biography of Hay (p40). Also in
this issue Martin Griffiths recalls
the achievements of Nathaniel
and Edward Pigott who observed

from their family estate near
Llantwit Major in the Vale of
Glamorgan in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries
(p22) and Roger Hutchins reports
on some early Mars globes and
the stereoscopic photographs
made from them (p27). In
addition there is all the usual
material. I hope that you enjoy
the issue.

WE report the sad news of
the destruction of the

historic Townsend Observatory
in Canterbury, New Zealand
following the recent earthquakes
there and the hopes of restoring
the Cooke refractor that it housed
(p5, p53). A different example of
a Cooke refractor is available at
the new Civic Observatory in
Cannock described by John
Armitage (p37). The splendid
instruments produced by Thomas
Cooke and Sons in the nineteenth

century are justly
renowned. Neil
English’s recent article
about them in
Astronomy Now and
Roderick Willstrop’s
subsequent letter
(respectively July 2011,
25(7), pp34-37 and
August 2011, 25(8),
p20) may interest many
members.

FOR some years the UK banks
have been threatening to

withdraw the facility to write and
cash cheques. This change would
have been a serious problem for
the SHA, and similar small
societies, because many
members pay their subscription
by cheque. Following the banks’
failure to devise a suitable
alternative the Government have
announced that they would block
the change (report, Daily
Telegraph, 16 June 2011, p1, and
other newspapers). Though this
development is certainly
welcome it would, perhaps, be
overly optimistic to rely on a
politician’s promise.

THERE were significant
changes the Society’s

Council following the AGM in
October (brief details are given
on p58).  Both the Chairman,
Gilbert Satterthwaite, and
General Secretary, Kevin
Kilburn, stepped down. They are
both long-standing servants of
the Society and are due a debt of
thanks for their contributions.

SERVING as an Officer or
Councillor is only one way of

contributing to the Society. Items
for the Bulletin (see p62) and
papers for The Antiquarian
Astronomer are always welcome.
There is much scope for work on
the Society’s County Survey of
local astronomical history. A
small society like the SHA can
only prosper on the efforts and
enthusiasm of its members and
we encourage you to get involved
in any way that appeals.

H.P. Lovecraft
(1890-1937), subject
of Stuart Williams’
article The Terror
out of Space on p33.



Townsend

Observatory

destroyed
The historic Townsend
Observatory in Canterbury, New
Zealand, was destroyed by the
earthquake that hit that city on 22
February 2011. The structure had
already been damaged by the
previous earthquake of 4
September 2010 and the second
one caused it to collapse.
Following the earlier damage
preparations were in hand to
remove the splendid 6-inch
Cooke refractor housed in the
Observatory, but the second
earthquake occurred before these
were completed and the telescope
has since been recovered from
the rubble. It is badly damaged
but, amazingly the objective lens
is unscratched and the delicate
gears of the clock drive and
governor are only slightly
damaged. It is hoped that it will
be possible to restore the
telescope. The Observatory was
completed in 1896 and, while in
no way comparable to the tragic
loss of life and injury caused by
the earthquakes, the destruction
of the Observatory is to be deeply
regretted. The Townsend
Observatory is celebrated as the
Observatory Scrapbook entry for
this issue on p53.

BAA Lunar Section

archives
The BAA Lunar Section is as old
as the BAA itself, both being
founded in 1891. Indeed many of
its early members had been
active in the earlier, short-lived
but productive Selenographical
Society (1878-82). The Section
has a peerless record of
continuous lunar observation.
However, its archives of past
observations are patchy. Some
material is preserved, both in its

own archive and elsewhere, but
the whereabouts of much
material remains unknown,
particularly from its earlier years.

The Section’s early Directors,
Thomas Elger (Director 1891-
96), Walter Goodacre (1896-
1938), T.L. MacDonald (1938-
46) and Hugh Wilkins (1946-56),
were eminent selenographers
who made significant
contributions to studies of the
Moon, and more material from
this era would be a valuable
addition to the archive. To this
end the Section has recently
announced an initiative to
recover missing materials and,
where possible, digitise its
collections. This laudable project
is, of course, entirely consistent
with the aims of the SHA and,
indeed, the BAA’s own Historical
Section. Any reader who can
assist with the current location of
missing Section material, or other
similar historic lunar
observations, is encouraged to
contact the Section’s Director,
Bill Leatherbarrow (e-mail:
d i r e c t o r
@baalunarsection.org.uk).

Further reading

The initiative was announced in
BAA Lunar Section Circular 47

no. 11 (November 2010):
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News

Compiled by Clive Davenhall

Right: An observation of
Triesnecker and its intricate rille

system, made on 24-25 March
1923 by W.H. Steavenson using

a 6” refractor, 310×.
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http://www.baalunarsection.org.uk
/2010-11-lsc.pdf

See also the LPOD for 4
November 2010: http://lpod.
wikispaces.com/November+4,+2
010

This Welsh Heritage Lottery
project celebrating four hundred
years of Welsh astronomy has
now been completed. Since the
last report (Bulletin no. 20,
Summer 2010, pp4-5) family
events at two special schools
(Ysgol Cedewain, Newtown and
Ysgol Penmaes, Brecon) have
been delivered. 

Our research on Welsh
astronomers included
work with descendants
of Thereza Llewelyn
(1834-1926) and a
short film
including a digital
reconstruction of
the now-derelict
P e n l l e r g a e r
Observatory was
produced. This
building serves as
the central hub of a
scale model of the solar
system that stretches across
Wales to the summit of Snowdon
which represents the planet
Neptune.

R. Silvanus Bliss translated four
chapters of Seryddiaeth a
Seryddwyr (Astronomy and

Astronomers) which brings an
English version of this Welsh
classic into the public domain. A
copy can be downloaded as a set
of PDF files (see below).

Finally a DVD with both a
project film and the Penellegare
film was produced. SHA
members wishing to obtain
copies of this DVD are welcome
to contact Paul Haley (details
below). (Contributed by Paul
Haley.)

Further reading

More details of Astro-Cymru can
be found on the Web site:
http://www.spacewatch.co.uk 
or by contacting SHA member
Paul Haley (The Share Initiative),
telephone: 01981 251029, e-mail:
pahastro@aol.com.

PDF files of the English
translation by R. Silvanus Bliss
of Seryddiaeth a Seryddwyr are
available at: http://www.space
watch.co.uk/ac/downloads.php5

Royal star identified
A ‘Most Glorious Star … shining
most brightly in a Miraculous
manner in the Face of the Sun’
was recalled by the pamphleteer
Edward Matthew in 1661. He
was referring to the story of a
noon-day star that had marked
the birth of the future King
Charles II on 2 May 1630. This
tale is well-known to historians
but is usually considered Royalist
propaganda following the
Restoration intended to suggest
Divine sanction for Charles’ rule.
However, Martin Lunn, a
Founder-member of the SHA and
long-serving Councillor until he
stood down in 2010, and Lila
Rakoczy, an independent scholar
based in the US, have recently
suggested that Charles’ star may
have been a real astronomical
event. Specifically, they propose
that it was the supernova that
gave rise to the Cassiopeia A
remnant.

The progenitor star that created
Cassiopeia A is estimated to have
exploded approximately 11,000
years ago. The light from the
explosion would have reached
the Earth during the seventeenth
century and the supernova should
have been easily visible.
However, there is no recorded
‘new star’ that can be
unambiguously identified with
the event, though it is often
associated with various reports
that cluster in the later part of the
century. Lunn and Rakoczy’s
suggestion is that the light from
the event reached the Earth a few
decades earlier and that Charles’
natal star was the corresponding
supernova. They believe that they
have found enough accounts of
Charles’ star contemporary with
his birth (as distinct from later

The cover of the DVD
containing the Astro-Cymru
project film and the digital
reconstruction of the Penllergaer
Observatory.
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ones written during the
Restoration) to make this
identification plausible. They
presented their ideas at the
National Astronomy Meeting
held in Llandudno during April
this year and in an article
published in Sky and Telescope.

Further reading

Lunn, and Rakoczy’s theory is
reported on a number of Web
sites, including:

Space Ref: http://www.spaceref.
com/news/viewpr.html?pid=33338

Physorg: http://www.physorg.com/
n e w s / 2 0 11 - 0 4 - r o y a l - s t a r -
supernova-astronomers.html

Formation of

Johannes Kepler

Working Group
The Johannes Kepler Working
Group (JKWG) operates under
the International Astronomical
Union Commission 41 (History
of Astronomy). It was initiated at
the twenty-seventh General
Assembly of the IAU, held in Rio
de Janeiro in August 2009. (This
year happened to be the four-
hundredth anniversary of the
publication of Kepler’s
Astronomia Nova). The
membership of the Working
Group has since been expanded
to provide a world-wide forum
for discussion and an
international base for action to
further Kepler scholarship.

The principal aim of the JKWG
is to raise Kepler’s profile among
scientists, historians of science
and the public. For instance,
members of the Working Group
are investigating the possibility
of digitising the excellent modern

edition of Kepler’s Collected
Works published under the
editorship of the Kepler
Commission of the Bavarian
Academy of Sciences (Johannes
Kepler gesammelte Werke,
Munich, 1937–).

A Web site has now been set up,
whose URL is: http://www.iac.es/
project/johanneskepler. The site
is currently under construction
and will, we hope, provide a
source of reliable and up-to-date
information about Kepler and his
work for students at all levels, as
well as a platform for publication
of such material as translations of
items from Kepler’s extensive
correspondence. (Contributed by
A.E.L. Davis.)

Tycho Brahe

exhumed
As anticipated in previous issues
(see Bulletin no. 20, Summer
2010, pp5-6 and passim) during
the autumn of 2010 Tycho Brahe
(1546-1601) was exhumed and
subsequently reburied. Brahe and
his wife are buried in the Church
of Our Lady in front of Týn in
Prague, where they had settled,
following Brahe’s final relocation
to the Court of the Emperor
Rudolph II. The tomb was opened

The future King Charles II as a young child with his sisters and their
pet spaniels.

Johannes Kepler (1571-1630).
The IAU Johannes Kepler

Working Group has been set up
to study Kepler’s work (image

courtesy The MacTutor History
of Mathematics archive,

University of St Andrews).
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on Monday 15 November 2010,
the remains removed and
examined in Prague, samples
taken and the bodies reinterred on
Friday 19 November with a
service containing both Catholic
and Protestant elements
conducted by Czech Archbishop
Dominik Jaroslav Duka.

The exhumation was the second
time that Tycho’s grave has been
opened. The previous occasion
was in 1901 on the three
hundredth anniversary of his
death. However, it was a rather
hurried affair and no detailed
report of the findings was ever
published.

The current project was
conducted by a team of Danish
and Czech archaeologists and
scientists under the leadership of
Jens Vellev of Århus University.
They studied the remains using a
variety of techniques such as CT
scans and DNA tests. Analysis of
the samples continues at the
universities of Lund in Sweden
and Odense in Denmark, and the
Czech Academy of Sciences. A
report of the examination is
scheduled for publication later in
2011. The principal aims of the
research are to investigate some of
the physical conditions of Tycho’s
life and also, perhaps, to shed
some light on the mysterious
circumstances surrounding his
death. Additionally analysis of
samples taken from his burial suit
should reveal new details about
the patterned silk garments
favoured by the aristocracy during
the Renaissance.

Further reading

Reuters press release: http://
www.reuters.com/article/2010/11
/15/us-czech-denmark-brahe-
idUSTRE6AE31T20101115

Project Web site: http://
humaniora.au.dk/en/events/tycho
brahetomb/

Ancient observatory

discovered in

Iran…
Archaeologists have discovered
the ruins of an ancient
observatory at Alam t Castle in
Iran. Alam t is a mountain
fortress dating from around AD

1100 in Daylam province in
northern Iran, about sixty miles
from Tehran.

Excavation and restoration

u
u

Above: Archaeologists lift the tombstone off Tycho’s grave prior
exhuming the remains on 15 November 2010.

Below (left to right): Jens Vellev, Vladimir Kelnar, Niels Lynnerup
and Petr Veleminsky examine Tycho’s remains shortly after the

exhumation (photograph courtesy Jacob C. Ravn, Århus University).
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work at the castle is currently
being undertaken under the
direction of Hamideh Chubak of
the Iranian Cultural Heritage,
Handicrafts and Tourism
Organisation. She reports that an
astronomical structure has
recently been found within the
castle, comprising three hatches
which open towards the south-
east, the direction in which stars
are first seen during twilight. The
orientation and alignment of the
hatches make them unlikely to
have been look-out posts and the
location and elevation of the
castle make it an ideal site for
astronomical observations.
Astronomical instruments had
previously been found in the
complex, adding plausibility and
context to an astronomical use
for the structure.

The observing station is
presumed to be associated with
the renowned Persian
philosopher, astronomer and
mathematician Nas r al-Din al-
T s (1201-74), who, inter alia,
made significant revisions to the
Ptolemaic system. Al-T s was in
service at the courts of the
Isma‘ l dynasty, who then ruled
the region around Alam t, from
the 1230s, eventually residing at
Alam t until 1256 when it fell to
Hulegu Khan (circa 1217-65), a
grandson of Genghis Khan.
Following the Mongol conquest
al-T s became, amongst other
duties, Court Astrologer to the
highly superstitious Hulegu
Khan. In this capacity he
relocated to the Mongol capital
of Maragha in Azerbaijan. There
he oversaw the construction of,
and subsequently became Head
of, the Maragha Observatory.
This widely-famed,  pre-eminent
institution, with its associated

school and library, has a good
claim to be the first full-scale,
purpose-built astronomical
observatory. The new discoveries
throw light on al-T s ’s earlier,
and less well-documented,
activities at Alam t in the service
of the Isma‘ l s.

Further reading

Archaeology News Network:
http://archaeologynewsnetwork.b
logspot.com/2010/10/archaeolog
i s t s - m a y - h a v e - l o c a t e d -
khawja.html

Tehran Times: http://www.tehran
times.com/index_View.asp?code
=228757

For background information on
Alam t Castle see: http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Alamut

… and in Mexico
An ancient ‘observatory’, or
more accurately a site with
significant astronomical

alignments, has been discovered
near the city of Tabasco in
southern Mexico, not far from
the border with Guatemala. The
structure is part of the San
Claudio Archaeological Zone in
the Tenosique municipality of
Tabasco. It was discovered as
part of a programme of
excavations on the site being
conducted by INAH (Instituto
Nacional de Antropologia e
Historia) under the direction of
Jose Luis Romero Rivera. The
San Claudio site was occupied
by Mayan people from
approximately 200 BC to AD 900,
corresponding to the Late
Classic period. During this time
the dominant urban centre in the
region was the Mayan city of
Piedras Negras in nearby
Guatemala.

Most of the structures on the
San Claudio site are dwellings
and are oriented at 11° to the
north-east, as was traditional.
Many of these buildings have
inhumations with the same
orientation beneath their floors,
again following tradition.
However, the ‘observatory’,
somewhat prosaically designated
‘Structure 12’ in the complex,
has an orientation of 25° to the
north-east. This orientation
aligns it with the winter solstice,
which was widely celebrated in
pre-hispanic cultures in the
Americas. Structure 12 appears
to have been a residential
building occupied by high-status
individuals. It had three
entrances and two interior
columns on a base
approximately 2.5 m high. The
team excavating the site plan to
observe dawn from Structure 12
on the 2011 winter solstice in
order to confirm the orientation.

u

ii
u

i

i

u

u
ii

i

i
i
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Further reading

INAH announcement (with
additional photographs): http://
www.inah.gob.mx/index.php/eng
l i s h - p r e s s - r e l e a s e s / 5 1 -
archaeological-zones/4607-
p r e h i s p a n i c - o b s e r v a t o r y -
explored-in-tabasco

Art Daily Newspaper: http://www.
artdaily.com/index.asp?int_sec=2
&int_new=41374

Calling all

ex-occupants of

interplanetary craft
Apparently the Russian authorities
conducting a recent census in
Siberia included in their form a

category for resident
extra-

terrestrials. Presumably they
suspected  that  the  area  may still
contain descendants of the crew
who bailed out of their flying
saucer before its malfunctioning
power plant exploded over
Tunguska in 1908. I am afraid that
they are wasting their time. The
survivors, already alarmed at the
Bolshevik revolution and fearful of
their fate under Stalin’s Terror, fled
Russia in the 1930s. They went into
exile in France and took up
residence in the cave complex
underneath the Pic de Bugarach in
the foothills of the French

Pyrenees.
Remember,

you read it 
here 
first.

Further reading

Fortean Times no. 272, March
2011, p8, quoting Metro, 14
December 2010.

An interior view of Structure 12 at the San Claudio Archaeological
Zone (courtesy INAH).

Structure 12 at the San Claudio
Archaeological Zone near

Tabasco, which appears to be
aligned with the winter solstice

(courtesy INAH).

An artist’s highly dramatised impression of passengers on the Trans-
Siberian railway witnessing the Tunguska explosion in 1907

(courtesy World of Wonder magazine).

The Bulletin would not
normally comment on politics,
but this cartoon might amuse. It

is taken from a postcard
published by The Daily

Express Ltd. and printed by
S. Straker and Son, London. It
is undated but was presumably
printed sometime between the

two World Wars.
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ON Saturday 4 July 2010 the
SHA returned to Oxford,

where it was founded in 2002, to
visit the Radcliffe Observatory and
the Museum of the History of
Science (MHS). Construction of
the Radcliffe Observatory began
in 1792, astronomical work started
in 1793 and when the Observatory
was completed in 1795 it was
Oxford’s finest Georgian building.
It was one of the four leading
observatories in Europe until
about 1830. Its superb instruments
were the final masterpieces of the
London mathematical instrument
maker John Bird (1709-76), and
several of them are now in the
MHS.

The Observatory is now part of
Green Templeton College (GTC)
and members gathered outside the
College from about 10:45 am.
The visit started around 11:00
with an introduction to the history
and architecture of the college
and the earlier observatory by
Prof. Jeff Burley of GTC. For
many years Prof. Burley has
taken the leading role in restoring
the Observatory tower and
latterly in planning the next stage
of the restoration. The SHA’s own
Honorary President, Dr Allan
Chapman of Wadham College,
added an account of the
Observatory’s astronomical work.
There then followed a guided tour
of this remarkable and beautiful
building.

After the tour there was a break
for lunch. At 2:00 pm the visit
resumed at the MHS on Broad
Street, a favourite haunt of many
SHA members. Dr Chapman gave

a tour of the Radcliffe instruments
amongst the Museum’s splendid
collection. The formal visit
concluded around 3:00 pm, after
which members were free to
continue to explore the Museum
or to visit some of Oxford’s other
sights. A particular pleasure of the
visit was Dr Chapman
introducing his wife Rachel at the

conclusion of his tour. She was
already known by
correspondence to some members
and has on various occasions
been a friend of the SHA.

The visit was a grand day out,
being both extremely informative
and very enjoyable. Even the
weather was favourable; being a
fine summer day. The Society is

SHA 2010 Summer Outing to Oxford

Stuart Williams

The Radcliffe Observatory seen from the grounds of Green
Templeton College.
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most grateful to GTC
and the MHS for hosting
the visits and
particularly to Prof.
Burley and Dr Chapman
for so generously giving
their time and sharing
their expertise. In thanks
to Prof. Burley for his
kind assistance, and in
recognition of the
historical importance of
the Observatory, the
SHA subsequently
donated £100 to the
restoration fund for the
building.

Further reading

Many more photographs
from the visit are
available at: http://www.

Above:The upper chamber of the Radcliffe Observatory seen from the balcony.

Below: Members examine the exterior of the Radcliffe Observatory.
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flickr.com/photos/swilliams200/
sets/72157624413970634/

Prof. Burley and Kristina
Plenderleith have edited A History
of the Radcliffe Observatory: The
Biography of a Building (2005). It
is profusely illustrated in colour
and black and white and includes a
detailed account of the
astronomical work of the
Observatory. It was published by
GTC and is available from the
College for £12.99. All proceeds
from the book sales go towards
restoration of the rest of the
building. See: http://www.gtc.ox.
ac.uk/college-life/the-lodge/
shop/381-a-h is tory-of - the-
radcliffe-observatory.html

Right: Dr Allan Chapman in the
spacious upper chamber of the

Radcliffe Observatory.

Below: Prof. Burley introduces
the history of Radcliffe
Observatory and the College.
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Left: SHA
members climb
the stairs at the
Radcliffe
Observatory.

Below:
Dr Chapman

describes John
Bird’s great 8-ft
quadrant made

for the Radcliffe
Observatory.
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The Museum of the History of Science in Broad Street.

Timepieces from the Radcliffe Observatory and telescopes and other instruments on display at the MHS.
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Above: Dr Chapman
describes one of the
telescopes from the

Radcliffe Observatory.

Left: An armillary
sphere on display at
the MHS.
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THE SHA Summer Picnic for
2010 was held on Saturday 17

July 2010 at Stonyhurst College,
Lancashire. The College is located
in the picturesque countryside of
the Ribble valley of central
Lancashire, near Clitheroe. It is a
Jesuit school, founded in 1593 and
with a long astronomical tradition.
The noted Jesuit astronomer Fr
Angelo Secchi (1818-78) did
important work on the colour of
stars here circa 1848-49 which
ultimately lead to the modern
understanding of spectral
classification. For nearly a
century, from the mid-nineteenth
century onwards, Stonyhurst was
an important contributor to

SHA 2010 Summer Picnic

Kevin Kilburn

Above: Stonyhurst College seen from the its outer gates.

Below: Members enjoy the picnic outside the observatory.
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meteorological, geomagnetic and
solar research in the UK. Its
Directors lead British expeditions
all over the world to view solar
eclipses and the transit of Venus.
For the modern solar observer,
Stonyhurst is perhaps best known
for the Stonyhurst discs used here
between circa 1881 and circa
1938 to estimate the position of
sunspots on the solar surface.

The event started around 1:00
pm and around forty members
attended. Dr Fintan O’Reilly,
lecturer and Director of
Stonyhurst College Astronomical
Society, acted as guide and offered
valuable insights into various
aspects of Stonyhurst’s
astronomical history. He also
described the original observatory,
which was built in 1838 in the
classical style in the formal,
landscaped gardens of the

Above: Dr Fintan O’Reilly describes the history of Stonyhurst
College, its astronomy and its Jesuit astronomers.

Below: The original 1838 observatory which was used for to make
astronomical, geomagnetic and meteorological observations. It is

now used as a tea room.
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Above: The Victorian observatory built 1866-67 housing the recently restored 15-inch Grubb refractor
of 1893. The famous Stonyhurst solar observations were made from here.

Below: The recently restored 15-inch Grubb refractor of 1893 in the 1866-67 observatory.
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College. The picnic took place
beside the Observatory.
Highlights of the day included a
tour of the College, a visit to the
site of the long-disused
underground magnetic
observatory and a tour of the
dome housing the recently
restored Grubb refractor of 1893
and from where the Stonyhurst
solar observations were made.

The picnic was  a most enjoyable
and informative day. The SHA is
very grateful to the College
authorities for giving permission
for the event and particularly to Dr
O’Reilly for kindly giving his
time and sharing his expertise.

Many more photographs from
the visit are available at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/swi
lliams2001/sets/72157624523760
248/

Above: The Boys’ Chapel at the College.

Below: SHA Chairman Gilbert Satterthwaite (right) meets a stuffed
porcupine, a long-time resident at the College.
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ON 27 November 2010,
enthusiasts for the history of

astronomy from around the UK
came to the Institute of
Astronomy at Cambridge to
attend the first meeting of the
recently re-launched Historical
Section of the British
Astronomical Association, under
its new Director Mike Frost.

The theme of the meeting was
twentieth-century astronomy. In
the morning session there were
two talks: Bob Marriott spoke
about the life of Mary Evershed,
the founder of the BAA
Historical Section and an
eminent astronomer, author and
historian in the early twentieth
century. Jeremy Shears then
described the life of Felix de
Roy, a charismatic Belgian
newspaper editor who was
Director of the BAA Variable
Star Section from 1922 to 1939.
Tragically, his life was cut short
as a consequence of food
shortages in Nazi-occupied
Belgium during the Second
World War.

During the lunch break, Lee
Macdonald gave a guided tour of
the historic 12-inch
Northumberland refractor at the
Cambridge University
Observatory. Lee then gave the
first formal talk of the afternoon
session, on how the 98-inch Isaac
Newton Telescope came to be
built at Herstmonceux in the
cloudy countryside of Sussex.
Also in the afternoon session, Jay
Tate described how a disused
Schmidt telescope previously at
Cambridge is being brought back

to life at the Spaceguard Centre
in the Welsh Marches in order to
search for near-earth asteroids
and comets. Jacqueline Mitton
then presented a fascinating
biography of Maria (pronounced
Mar-EYE-ah) Mitchell, the
earliest woman professional
astronomer in the United States,
who started a tradition of female
professors of astronomy at
Vassar College in New York
State which continues to this day.

Jacqueline’s husband, Simon
Mitton, rounded off the day with
a talk on the life and work of Sir
Fred Hoyle, the colourful and
often controversial twentieth-
century astrophysicist, who
discovered how chemical
elements are formed in stars,
propounded the ‘steady state’
theory of cosmology and
founded what is now the Institute
of Astronomy at Cambridge. A

fascinating display of papers and
photographs from the Fred Hoyle
archives was brought to the
meeting by Katie Birkwood of St
John’s College, Cambridge, of
which Hoyle was a Fellow. A
number of interesting posters
with Antipodean themes were
also on display, sent by Wayne
Orchiston of James Cook
University, Queensland,
Australia.

The meeting was very
enjoyable and it is hoped that it
will be the first of many
successful BAA Historical
Section meetings.

Further reading

An on-line version of this report,
with additional photographs, is
available at URL: http://www.
britastro.org/history/section_
meeting_ nov_ 27_2010.html

BAA Historical Section Meeting

Lee Macdonald

Organisers and speakers at the BAA Historical

Section meeting. Left to right: Lee Macdonald,

Mike Frost, Jeremy Shears, Bob Marriott,

Simon Mitton and Jacqueline Mitton.
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THE eighteenth century was
remarkable for the wealth of

scientific data accumulated by
individuals who would now be
considered gentleman-amateurs.
Outstanding amongst UK
observers in this category were the
father and son pair Nathaniel
(1725-1804) and Edward (1753-
1825) Pigott who led varied lives
as lawyers and scientists travelling
at home and on the Continent.
Between them they made many
discoveries that assured the
importance of observational
astronomy as a tool in navigation
and contributed to the future
understanding of deep sky objects,
variable stars and double stars. In

the late 1770s this extraordinary
pair moved to their family estate at
Frampton House in the vale of
Glamorgan, South Wales and set
up one of the best equipped
observatories of their day.

Nathaniel and Edward –

Gentlemen Observers

Nathaniel’s family were related to
the aristocratic Fairfax family
through his mother, Alethea, the
daughter of the eighth Viscount
William Fairfax. However, their
family affiliations to the Catholic
Church ensured that they would
have difficulty in being accepted
professionally in Protestant
Britain. Nathaniel’s grandfather

was the last Catholic lawyer called
to the bar before the statutory oath
of royal supremacy excluded those
unwilling to swear. Throughout
their lives, the Pigotts found it
more congenial to live in France,
with occasional visits to the UK
before they finally settled in
Yorkshire in 1781.

Nathaniel was born in 1725 and
trained in law after schooling at St
Gregory’s Benedictine school in
Douai, becoming an astronomer
through interest in the subject.
After his father’s death in 1729 he
moved to his mother’s residence in
Brussels and eventually started a
life of wandering around northern
Europe staying with friends or in

The Piggots of Frampton

Martin Griffiths

A modern view of Frampton House near Llantwit Major in the Vale of Glamorgan where the Pigotts
lived from 1777 to 1780. The building is now derelict.
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rented properties but building a
network of scientific
acquaintances including Bochart
de Saron, Jerome de Lalande,
Charles Messier, William Herschel
and J.H. Magellan who procured
telescopes, quadrants and other
items from the London
manufacturers Dolland, Sissons
and Ramsden amongst others.1

Although it would appear that the
Pigotts were perceived as the poor
relations of the Fairfax family,
Nathaniel had a lucrative law
career in conveyancing and had
the means to travel and to buy
some of the best scientific
instruments and telescopes of his
day. He married Mathurine Beriot
in 1749 and his son Edward was
born in 1753 and educated at Caen
in northern France. 

Nathaniel’s journals give
accounts of his wanderings and his
papers submitted to the Royal
Society are testament to his
travels. In 1760 he was in England,
staying at Whitton, Middlesex
where he was born, but by the
following year he was at Louvain
and then at Caen from 1763-69.
During his time at Caen he
observed the partial solar eclipse
of August 1765 and, more
importantly, the transit of Venus in
June 1769. His accounts of these
observations were communicated
to the Royal Society and also to
the Academie des Sciences et
Belles-Lettres de Caen. He
mentions Edward’s assistance with
the transit observations in his letter
to the Royal Society; Edward
made observations using an 18-
inch focal length reflector by
James Short. He was just sixteen at
this time and must have been a
remarkable observer to be
entrusted with such an important
task. Nathaniel’s description in the

Philosophical Transactions gives
credence to his son’s sharp sight
when he wrote concerning the
difference in timings for second
contact between Edward and M.
de Rochefort that ‘I find by my
register that monsieur de
Rochefort judged his observations
some seconds too late’.
Confidence indeed!2

Both Nathaniel and Edward
undertook astronomical
observations and determinations
of correct latitudes and longitudes
in towns across the Low Countries
between 1772 and 1773. They
were commissioned in this survey
by Prince Charles of Lorraine and
Prince Staremberg. During this
study both father and son took
readings and cross-checked each
other’s work for accuracy before
recording the definitive values.
Edward once again handled the
Short 18-inch reflector and utilised
his observations of Jupiter’s
satellites to ascertain longitude;
Nathaniel used a 30-inch focal
length reflector by Wing to check
the nineteen year old Edward’s
work, but in his report to the Royal
Society it is evident who was the
rising star; Nathaniel gives due
accord to Edward’s accuracy of
timing and judgement throughout.3

This collaboration was not to be
the last time the pair worked
together on an astronomical
project. They recorded an eclipse
of the Moon in October 1772 and
took the meridian height of many
stars, using a quadrant made by
Bird to establish accurate latitudes
of the places they surveyed across
the Low Countries. However,
events soon transpired that would
bring the Pigott’s back to the UK.

The Frampton Observatory

Disputes over the Fairfax family

estates were commonplace, but in
1773 Lord Fairfax of Gilling
Castle in Yorkshire died and his
property passed to his daughter
Anne. She was depressive and
unstable and the Pigotts moved to
Gilling Castle in 1775 to manage
her estates. It seems that this
arrangement was rather fraudulent
as Nathaniel had Anne sign over
all the deeds and undertake an
agreement that the estate would
fall to either Edward or his
younger son Charles Gregory. By
1780 things reached a head and
these agreements were annulled.
However, in 1802 Anne died and
Charles Gregory as the surviving
relative changed his name to
Fairfax as part of a deal which led
to his inheritance of the Fairfax
estates, including the contested
estate of Gilling Castle. 

It was during the continuing
dispute over these family
inheritances that Nathaniel, his
wife and his son Edward took up
residence at Frampton House near
Llantwit Major in the Vale of
Glamorgan in 1777, remaining
there until early 1780 when they
returned to Yorkshire.

The Vale of Glamorgan, then as
now, is dotted with farms,
charming hamlets and manor
houses and remains predominantly
rural yet retains good travel
connections by land and sea to
England and the Continent, the
Bristol Channel being just two
miles away to the south. The
Pigotts’ surplus of astronomical
equipment was allocated to an
observatory in the garden and
Nathaniel and Edward soon
determined its coordinates to be
51° 25’ 1” N and 3° 29’ 30” W.4

The observatory was
undoubtedly one of the finest
equipped of its time in the country.
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Its location was probably in the
garden to the east of the house,
although today nothing at all
remains there to identify its
position. Additionally, the
coordinates above are markedly
off, placing the observatory over
two miles from the house, though
of course the error of the Pigotts’
instruments has to be taken into
account.

It is probable that the observatory
was a permanent and quite
imposing structure. Although there
is no levelled area that would
suggest placement of their
instruments or outline of a floor or
walls visible in the layout of the
now overgrown garden, by some
accounts it must have been a
robust structure. The astronomer
Thomas Bugge reports seeing a
sketch of the observatory in
Sisson’s London workshop
detailing the locations for two
clocks, two mural quadrants, one

on the north wall and the other on
the south wall, and a window for
an equatorial telescope. It is a pity
that the garden has been turned
over so many times since, so that
no real evidence of the structure
remains.5

Nevertheless, the observatory
was superbly equipped for its time;
being possibly the best
observatory Wales would see until
the nineteenth century. The
Pigotts’ equipment consisted of a
transit circle by Sisson with a 3-
foot focal length 2-inch telescope
made by Dollond of London, the
18-inch focal length Short
refractor, a 30-inch focal length
Wing reflector, a 2.5-inch
achromat refractor by Watkins, a
72-inch focal length Dollond
achromat refractor and an 18-inch
focal length achromat by Jesse
Ramsden. These instruments were
augmented by a Bird quadrant and
several clocks. The transit

instrument was also fitted with a
diaphragm for solar observing.
There was also a library of
astronomical books, journals and
other sources. The observatory
must have been commented on
amongst Nathaniel’s
contemporaries as J.D. Bernoulli
in Berlin reported on the Pigotts’
‘well equipped observatory’ in a
report to the Academy of
Sciences.6 Given their
astronomical experience and the
host of instruments available to
Nathaniel and Edward, it is
obvious that some serious
discoveries would ensue.

Discoveries at Frampton

Although the Pigotts were busy
with financial matters and
disputes, astronomy was a passion
and pleasure. Both father and son
made several discoveries at
Frampton House that have
impacted on the field of amateur

The garden at Frampton House looking
south. The observatory was probably located

somewhere between the foreground and the
posts in the middle distance.
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and professional astronomy.
During 1779 Nathaniel

discovered the stars γ Delphini, β
Aquarii and ξ Pegasi to be double;
cross-checking his observations
with the Dollond achromat and
discerning the separation of the
components by using a
micrometer which was partly
illuminated then extinguished at a
given time so he could ascertain
the Right Ascension (RA) as
accurately as possible. The
RA was then converted into
minutes of arc for positional
accuracy. This illumination
method was actually
suggested to Nathaniel by
Edward. Nathaniel also
made estimates of the
magnitudes and position
angle of the companions and
reported these observations
to the Astronomer Royal,
Neville Maskelyne, who
communicated them to the
Royal Society.

On the 23 March 1779
Edward made a far-reaching
discovery, discerning a
nebula in the constellation of
Coma Berenices that was
not in Messier’s catalogue
nor in Lalande’s Astronomy.
He noted that its light was
‘exceedingly weak and I
could not see it in the two foot
telescope of the quadrant so was
obliged to determine its
Declination by the (Sissons) transit
instrument.’7 He also observed the
nebula in the 3-foot achromat to
confirm its position but could see
no further detail. This report was
read to the Royal Society in 1781
and the great observer and comet
hunter Charles Messier later
indexed the object in his catalogue
as M64.

Many readers will be aware that

the discovery of M64 is usually
ascribed to J.E. Bode. However,
archive records reveal that Edward
saw the nebula twelve days before
Bode, but he did not communicate
his discovery to Neville
Maskelyne until 3 September 1779
and the report was not made public
until 1781, thus losing priority.
Messier independently discovered
the object on 1 March 1780. This

order of precedence was corrected
by the historian Bryn Jones in
2002 after his analysis of Pigott’s
original papers and the fantastic
‘Black Eye’ galaxy remains the
only Messier object discovered in
Wales.

Edward also recorded several
meridian transits of the planet
Mercury from Frampton, but did
not report them until the family
had returned to Yorkshire. These
meridian transits were taken when
the planet was very close to the

sun and confirmed by observing
them with both the Bird quadrant
and the Sissons transit telescope.
However, despite his protests of
‘the advantage of a very keen eye’,
the Royal Society did not
subsequently publish these
observations. Perhaps Edward’s
report was sceptically received by
other observers.8 During their stay
at Frampton, Nathaniel made

several observations on the
occultation of stars by the
Moon and started the first
proper motion studies of
stars. Edward began
collecting data on variable
stars, resulting in his later
detection of the variability of
η Aquilae. He subsequently
submitted a report of known
variables to the Royal
Society in 1786. Just before
moving to Frampton,
Edward had devised a rather
novel method of obtaining
variable star comparison
magnitudes by de-focusing
the telescope and having a
series of inscribed lines
placed on the draw tube
which gave the proscribed
magnitudes of bright stars,
enabling him to compare a
variable’s magnitude by a
simple comparison of what

mark was on the draw tube once
the star was unfocused.

Nathaniel and Edward also
busied themselves with
determining the true distance of
the Welsh coast from the English
coast at Watchet, Somerset, and
their triangulation of the area
resulted in more accurate naval
maps and a decline in the
‘barbarous custom’ of plundering
wrecked vessels.9 Both Pigotts
made some astronomical
determinations of the longitude

A modern sketch of M64 made by P. Clay
Sherrod in 1987. The nebula was discovered

by Edward Pigott in March 1779.
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and latitude of Llantwit Major and
discovered that its position had
been placed too far north on the
maps of the day. Edward also
investigated the local phenomenon
of ‘Newton Well’ (St John’s Well,
Newton, Porthcawl), which was
alleged to rise and fall contrary to
the state of the tides. He
determined that the well was about
7 feet above the high tide mark and
that the water level was not
dissimilar to the tide but lagged
behind it by about 3 hours.

The Pigotts were typical amateur
scientists of their day in that very
little escaped their notice and they
had the leisure, expertise and
means to investigate whatever was
their pleasure. Their base at
Frampton house and its
remarkably well-equipped
observatory ensured that Wales
was firmly placed on the
astronomical map.

Further reading

Bryn Jones has further information

on the Pigotts available on-line at
URL: http://www.jonesbryn.plus.
com/wastronhist/people/pigotts/p
_pigotts.html
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SKETCHES of markings on the
Martian disk date from the

second half of the seventeenth
century, but the first true map
was much later. It was produced
in 1840 by Johann Mädler and
Wilhem Beer, who are better
remembered as selenographers.
In the subsequent decades
various observers, including
Father Angelo Secchi and
William Rutter Dawes, sketched
the planet, typically using first-
class 6- to 8-inch achromatic
refractors, instruments which
were far superior to the 6.5-inch
speculum metal reflectors
produced by the Herschels earlier
in the century. Several maps were
compiled from the accumulating
observations. However, the first
true globe of Mars made in the
British Isles, and perhaps the
world, was constructed in 1868
by the renowned instrument-
maker John Browning (1835-
1925). A biographer of Browning
notes that: ‘In 1863 John Phillips
(1800-74) had constructed and
exhibited the first Mars globe,
which enabled different
observations to be compared.
Browning improved this globe,
which he presented at the RAS
meeting in spring 1868.’1

Browning subsequently
manufactured a set of
stereographic photographs of his
globe which, with an
accompanying booklet by
Richard Proctor, offered the
public their first ‘postcard’ view
of the red planet.

Subsequent to a good
opposition of Mars in autumn
1862, the winter of 1864-65
offered an especially favourable
opportunity to experienced
observers. As Mars receded along
its orbit, the new information was
analysed. The surface of Mars,
and whether conditions might
support life there, became part of
the current philosophical debate
about ‘other worlds’.

John Phillips, a geologist and
astronomer, had been seeking to
relate geological features and
processes on the Moon to those
on Earth, and in 1832 extended
his observations to Mars. In late
1862 he contrived a ‘globe’ as a
practical means of arranging
copies of his drawings made
during that autumn’s opposition.
His purpose was to determine
whether the observed features
were permanent. His method was
to compare what he observed to
drawings made by other
observers at previous
oppositions, but all without
meridians marked upon them.
His innovation was to define a
prime meridian of longitude
down ‘the great meridional strait’
and arrange his own drawings in
order to create a Mercator chart
projection.2 He was then able to
demonstrate permanence by
showing that prominent features
drawn by others when the planet
was seen at differing angles of
inclination were identifiable as
those in his own observations for
which he had determined

meridians. Phillips demonstrated
‘Many drawings and three globes
of Mars’ to a meeting of the
British Association for the
Advancement of Science in
February 1863, and to the
Ashmolean Society in Oxford in
March 1863. He also made his
presentation to the Royal Society
in advance of the forthcoming
opposition of 1864. No version of
Phillips’s ‘globe’ is known to
have survived. His globes cannot
be assumed to have been
spherical. They could have been
as simple as several flat wooden
sides fixed edge-to-edge, to
which he could paste his
drawings, without polar areas,
‘mounted in a wooden frame’, as
he said himself, so that he could
tilt it as a lecture aid to
demonstrate the varying
appearance of Mars and hence
the correlation of features. For
these presentations he had
produced the first British chart,
and it delineated the edges of
permanent features recently seen
better than ever before due to the
improved refractors available. He
used an equatorial projection
showing the area between
latitudes 60° north and 60° south
for a brief report published by the
Royal Society in 1865; it was the
first useful chart because of the
meridians.3 He produced a
coloured version,4 from which a
finer version was engraved for a
comprehensive report that year in
the Quarterly Journal of Science,
which had a popular readership.

Postcards from a Lost Planet II
Globes and Stereographs of Mars in the 1860s 

Roger Hutchins
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He did not seek to impose a
nomenclature, but in his text
referred to current speculation
that the observed reddish areas
were land, and the greenish or
darker areas were seas.

Meanwhile, Richard Proctor
(1837-88) FRAS was an amateur
astronomer and cartographer
making his living by popular
science writing and illustration.
After the second opposition of
1864 he took copies of ten
drawings that William Rutter
Dawes (1799-1868), an
exceptionally able observer, had
made in 1851-52 using a 6.5-inch
Merz, and now sixteen more,
each 1.75-inch in diameter made
between November 1864 and
January 1865 with his new 8-inch

Cooke refractor using
magnifications usually of 258x
but also of 350 and 407.5 These
instruments were the state-of-the-
art. By 1867 Proctor had created
his own spherical pole-to-pole
chart of Mars from Dawes’
drawings. He applied meridians
(but with the prime not located
identically to that of Phillips),
and calculated the planet’s
rotation, achieving a result very
close to that of Professor
Frederik Kaiser at Leyden.
Proctor applied his own
nomenclature to the features, and
published one version on a sheet
with eighteen small views
illustrating the phases or tilt,6 and
another version in his Half-Hours
with the Telescope (1868). His

expertise on Mars was thus
established.

John Browning had been
elected an FRAS in 1865. He
adapted Proctor’s full polar
projection charts on to a proper
spherical globe and coloured the
features as observers described,
reddish for supposed land and
dark or greenish for supposed
seas. This globe was much
admired by the RAS Fellows in
1868. Browning also knew that
Warren De La Rue had in 1858
published stereoscopic
photographs of the Moon which
had created much interest, and
had been commended by John
Herschel to the Royal Society.7

Since the mid-1850s stereoscopic
pictures were extremely popular,

Facing page: The three stereogram cards in the Browning/Proctor set. Each of the images of Mars is 5.3
cm (2.1 inch) diameter. The cards show (from top to bottom): (a) Fontana Land to Kaiser Sea, (b)

Kaiser Sea to Dawes’ Strait and (c) Dawes’ Forked Bay to Bessel Inlet. (Photographs: MHS13195 (nos.
1, 2 and 3) courtesy MHS Oxford.)

Richard Proctor’s
1869 Chart of

Mars on
Mercator’s
Projection.

(Photograph by
the author, from

Proctor’s booklet
of 1869, loose

adjacent to the
blank  p16 in the
example held by

the Radcliffe
Science Library,

Oxford, RSL
18424 e20).
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and many homes had a
stereoscope.8 Browning
recognised his opportunity to
share with the public the
sensation of the very finest
telescopic views of Mars as it
appeared but a few times a
century. Browning photographed
his globe to produce three
splendid images, softened the
edges by hand to produce a
stereoscopic effect, mounted
them as pairs of twin stereograms

of the planet against a black
background, then upon yellow
card. These were attractive to see
individually, even hand-held, but
Proctor declared that ‘the figure
of the planet, when seen under
the stereoscope’ [has] a
startlingly real and solid
appearance’.9 Shrewdly,
Browning marketed it as a handy
and attractive package. Priced at
6/- (six shillings, at that time a
third to a quarter of a working

man’s weekly wage), it was
aimed at the educated middle-
class and above.

To maximise the appeal of his
presentation Browning needed a
little explanatory booklet to
accompany it. Proctor wrote
Remarks on Browning’s
Stereograms of Mars, which
Browning published as part of
the package in 1869.10 After
giving credit to Phillips for the
first globe [page 5], Proctor
declares Browning’s globe to be
‘the embodiment of the results of
Mr Dawes’ observations’, the
‘strong stereoscopic effect…
having a startlingly real and solid
appearance’ affording ‘so clearly
the signs of adaptation to the
wants of living creatures. …With
oceans and continents such as we
have; with polar snow-caps
widening in the Martian winter
… with an atmosphere

The envelope for the
Browning/Proctor stereograms
of Mars, proclaiming a a list of
contents: Stereograms of Mars;
Chart of Mars on Mercator’s
Projection; Descriptive Remarks
on the Stereograms by R.A.
Proctor, B.A, FRAS; Price six
shillings. The envelope is 20 cm
(7.7 inch) by 13.8 cm (5.4 inch).
(Photograph: ‘Mars spectros
wrapper’, Stereoscopic photos
of Mars, and booklet,
Browning/Proctor (London,
1869), MHS inv. no. 13159,
courtesy Museum of the History
of Science, Oxford.)

Richard Proctor’s 1868 Chart of
Mars. It was apparently adapted
from the chart made to support
his calculation of rotation.
(Photograph by the author, from
Proctor’s Half-Hours, 1868).



s u p p o r t i n g
clouds and mists … or wafting
refreshing rains over his
continents; … Over those seas –
we may well believe – ride the
navies of unknown nations;
across those continents lie the
tracks of a busy civilization’.11

Proctor included his Chart of
Mars on Mercator’s Projection
which bore the nomenclature he
had devised for the features so
that the viewer could identify the
continents and seas.

Phillips’s simple globes did not

survive, and nor
apparently has
Browning’s. For an
exhibition of Mars
globes in Berlin in
December 1993 Professor Jürgen
Blunck chose a diameter of 7.5
cm (3 inches) as being most
probable for a reconstruction he
commissioned of Browning’s
globe.12 In the previous issue of
the Bulletin Clive Davenhall
reproduced photographs of a late
(post 1914) globe hand-painted
by Ingeborg Brun (or Bruhn).13

Robert van Gent has
painstakingly scoured the
international literature and
collections for Mars globes and
references to them.14 He found
five globes commercially
produced, in small numbers,
between 1873 and 1903. The first
is one of 1873 by Hans Busk
(1815-82) of Trinity College,
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Right: John Browning (1835-1925) as a young man, circa 1865 (image
courtesy Ilaria Meliconi and Antique Scopes).

Below: Richard Proctor (1837-88). (Image courtesy Wikimedia
Commons.)

Lower right: John Phillips (1800-74), from Horace Bolingbroke
Woodward, The History of the Geological Society of London
(1907). (Image courtesy Wikimedia Commons.)
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Cambridge, who used Proctor’s
nomenclature (an example is in
the Whipple Museum,
Cambridge). 

Hence it seems clear that
Phillips in 1862 had innovated a
form of globe and then a
Mercator chart simply to enable
him to identify permanent
markings. Proctor’s charts
additionally included polar caps.
Browning used his instrument-
making skills to be the first, in
1868, to produce a small, high
quality and coloured real globe
that offered a whole view of the
planet as it appeared in ideal
conditions in powerful
instruments of the day. From it he
achieved superb photographs,15

enhanced artistically by hand at
the edges to create the
stereoscopic effect. To establish
the authority of the underlying
observations, and to assist the
impact the images made on the
viewer, he enlisted the reputation
of Proctor. The three splendid
views of the globe depicting
Mars were enhanced by Proctor’s
words conjuring in any
imagination the detail of that
other world, and the tantalising
prospect of it being inhabited.
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HOWARD Phillips Lovecraft
(1890-1937) was a writer

and amateur astronomer of the
early 1900s. Many now see him
as the twentieth century’s
greatest writer of ‘weird fiction’
and the doyen of ‘cosmic horror’,
a mix of science fiction and
gothic horror which has inspired
generations of writers worldwide,
including Stephen King. In
contradistinction to his current
reputation, his work received
only modest recognition during
his lifetime. Today, however, he
has become a literary legend
comparable to his Victorian
predecessor Edgar Allan Poe.

Lovecraft was born on 20
August 1890 in Providence,
Rhode Island, USA and lived
there for most of his life. Steeped
in the history and atmosphere of
his native city and New England,

he set much of his fiction there.
From the age of four, Lovecraft
read works such as those of Jules
Verne and the Brothers Grimm,
Greek and Roman myths and

Georgian poetry of the 1700s.
From the age of seven, Edgar
Allan Poe inspired his first
juvenile fiction.

Aged nine, Lovecraft
discovered science, and had
fallen in love with astronomy by
the time he was twelve. This
background imbued him with the
truly cosmic perspective which
was essential to his later works,
and those for which he is best
remembered. Over the next
decade he penned (literally, he
always used a plain black
Waterman’s fountain pen)
columns on astronomy for local
papers including the Pawtuxet
Valley Gleaner, the Providence
Tribune, and the Providence
Evening News. In some of his
articles he campaigned against
the false premise of astrology and
the charlatanry of its

The Terror out of Space:
H.P. Lovecraft, Astronomer and Author 

Stuart Williams

‘...astronomy has always been my favourite science, followed assiduously since I was twelve years old.’
H.P. Lovecraft to Clark Ashton Smith, 25 March 1923

Howard Phillips Lovecraft
(1890-1937) in 1916.

One of H.P. Lovecraft’s telescopes in its storage
box. Lovecraft bequeathed the telescope to

August Derleth, a friend and fellow-author of
weird fiction, who became a champion of

Lovecraft’s work. The photograph was taken in
1999 and the individuals shown are Jim

Roberts (then President of the August Derleth
Society), George Vanderburgh and Kay Price,
the current owner of the telescope. (Thanks go

to Kay Price for permission to reproduce the
photograph and to Ken Grant, the current

President of the August Derleth Society, for
assistance in tracking it down.)
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practitioners. He also wrote
numerous astronomical essays as
well as composing several
volumes on astronomy and
chemistry. Unsurprisingly, given
his antiquarian leanings and wide
reading, his articles often contain
references to astronomy’s own
history. S.T. Joshi, the pre-
eminent Lovecraft scholar, has
collected Lovecraft’s
astronomical and other scientific
essays and columns in a volume
of more than 350 pages; it is a
testament to Lovecraft’s noble
obsession with ‘worlds beyond’.

Lovecraft always suffered from
poor health, affecting his school
attendance, and a nervous
breakdown in 1908 prevented his
graduating from high school or
going to college. However,
supremely self-educated, he read
widely and had a remarkable
memory. 

The death of Lovecraft’s father
from paralysis and insanity when
he was eight, and that of his
mother in 1921 after being
committed to a sanitarium, must
have had a powerful influence on
his writing in later life. Later,
after his grandfather
died, the family was
forced to leave their
home and share a
house with relatives.

From 1914,
Lovecraft became
involved in the
amateur press, which

published his first essays and
poems. In 1917, he returned to
fiction, making ghost-writing a
major source of income from
1918. In 1919, Lovecraft
discovered a literary kinship with
Lord Dunsany, and later, Arthur
Machen strongly influenced
Lovecraft’s work with his
recurring themes of impinging
dimensions, the flimsiness of
time and space, and the survival
of ancient evil, as did Algernon
Blackwood. In 1923 The Rats in
the Walls was published by then-
new pulp magazine Weird Tales,
which eventually published most
of his major stories. The
following year, Lovecraft refused
the editorship of the magazine
because he would have had to
move to Chicago.

In 1924 The Shunned House
fused science fiction with a
haunted house tale. That same
year Lovecraft married Sonia H.
Greene, moving to Brooklyn,
New York. The marriage was

Above: Sketches of Jupiter (left)
and Venus (right) that

accompanied Lovecraft’s article
in the Providence Tribune of 1

October 1906 (reproduced from
Joshi, Collected Essays, p47).

Left: A star chart showing the
September skies. It accompanied
Lovecraft’s article in the
Providence Tribune of 1
September 1907 (reproduced
from Joshi, Collected Essays,
p71).

Cosmic vision: a
poet contemplates

the ‘worlds beyond.’
The cover to the first

edition of H.P.
Lovecraft’s Collected

Poems, edited by
August Derleth and

published by Arkham
House in 1963. The
illustration was by

Frank Utpatel.
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short-lived. Unable to obtain
work in the city, Lovecraft
realised he hated New York and
returned home in 1926 when,
safely back in Providence, he
published his most famous and
influential tale of ‘cosmic
horror’, The Call of Cthulhu.
Telling of old gods, alien
survivors of pre-human times and
eldritch dimensions come back to
claim their domain on Earth,
Cthulhu was followed in 1927 by
his masterpiece, The Colour out
of Space.

In early1937 H.P. Lovecraft was
diagnosed with cancer, dying on
19 March. He was buried in the
family plot in Swan Point
Cemetery. For forty years his
grave went unmarked, until a
stone was erected by his
admirers. Its inscription reads,
tellingly, ‘I am Providence.’

But what of Lovecraft’s legacy?
He was a prolific correspondent,
writing as many as 100,000

postcards and letters, some of up
to seventy pages. He also
published four short novels,
around fifty short stories, twenty-
four ghost-written or
collaborative horror tales and
countless poems. Apart from
supernatural horror, his influence
on science fiction has been
seminal. The ‘Cthulhu Mythos’
alone has spawned scores of
imitators in all media. Amateur
astronomers who take the time to
study and perhaps even to
emulate his scientific writings
will also find they have much in
common with this remarkable, if
eccentric, man.

Further reading

Frank Belknap Long, Howard
Phillips Lovecraft: Dreamer on
the Nightside, 1975 (Arkham
House: Sauk City).

S.T. Joshi, H.P. Lovecraft,

Collected Essays: Volume 3:
Science, 2005 (Hippocampus
Press: New York).

Lovecraft’s stories are widely
anthologised, but often appear in
an edited, abridged or variant
form. Penguin Classics (London)
have published several
collections of modern critical
editions, including: The Call of
Cthulhu and Other Weird Stories
(2002), The Thing on the
Doorstep and Other Weird
Stories (2002), The Dreams in
the Witch House and Other
Weird Stories (2005), The
Dunwich Horror (2008) and The
Colour Out of Space (2011).
Most are edited and introduced
by S.T. Joshi.

The archive of Lovecraft’s papers
and other material is held by
Brown University, Providence.
See: http://dl.lib.brown.edu/
collatoz/info.php?id=73

An early photograph of the Ladd Observatory (courtesy of Brown University). See overleaf.
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Lovecraft and the

Ladd Observatory

THE young H.P. Lovecraft’s
interest in astronomy was

awakened  during the winter of
1902-03 when he was twelve.
Over the next few years he wrote
an enormous amount of
astronomical material, including
numerous articles published in
local newspapers. During this time
he also nursed ambitions to
become a professional astronomer.
All this activity came to an abrupt
end with his nervous breakdown
in 1908, which may have been
triggered in part by his inability to
master mathematics, then as now,
a necessary precursor to pursuing
astronomy professionally.

Lovecraft owned three
telescopes, not to mention a
meteorological station. However,
more unusually he also had access
to Brown University’s Ladd
Observatory, conveniently

situated close to the family home
in Providence, Rhode Island. The
Observatory had been built in
1890-91 and opened in 1891. The
first Professor, Winslow Upton,
was a friend of the Lovecraft
family and he allowed the young
Lovecraft access to its facilities.
Lovecraft also received much
support and encouragement from
the Observatory staff. Many years
later he would recall, in a letter to
Duane Rimel dated 29 March
1934: ‘... One thing that helped me
greatly was the free access which I
had to the Ladd Observatory of
Brown University – an unusual
privilege for a kid, but made
possible because Prof. Upton –
head of the college astronomical
department and director of the
observatory – was a friend of the
family. I suppose I pestered the
people at the observatory half to
death, but they were very kind
about it. I had a chance to see all
the standard modern equipment of

an observatory (including a 12"
telescope) in action, and read
endlessly in the observatory
library. The professors and their
humbler assistant — an affable
little cockney from England name
John Edwards — often helped me
pick up equipment, and Edwards
made me some magnificent
photographic lantern-slides (from
illustrations in books) which I
used in giving illustrated
astronomical lectures before
clubs.’

Further reading

Brown University’s Web page for
the Ladd Observatory: http://en.
wik ipedia .org /wik i /Ladd_
Observatory

Chris Perridas has a collection of
material relating to Lovecraft and
the Ladd Observatory (including
the extract from the letter to Duane
Rimel reproduced above): http://
chrisperridas.blogspot.com/search
/label/Ladd%20Observatory

Above, left: A modern photograph of the Ladd Observatory, taken on 16 April 2009 by Scott Andrew
of Plainville, Massachusetts and reproduced with his kind permission.

Above, right: A sketch of the Ladd Observatory drawn by H.P. Lovecraft in 1904. It appeared in The
Rhode Island Journal of Astronomy, a limited circulation publication which Lovecraft wrote,

reproduced by hectograph and circulated to family and friends (courtesy of Brown University).
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A Civic Observatory Established in Cannock

John Armitage

IN 2009 it was
decided to

establish a Civic
Observatory in
Cannock, South
Staffordshire (see
Bulletin 20, Summer
2010, p63). The
Staffordshire County
Council offered
support and a certain
amount of grant aid,
and construction was
due to start in 2010.
Adverse weather
early in the year
caused delays, but
once activity started
it progressed rapidly
during late spring
and summer, and
were ready to open
by mid-September.

The Observatory is
situated in the
grounds of the
Cardinal Griffin
Catholic High
School in Cardinal Way,
Cannock. It was formally opened
on Friday 17 September 2010 by
Brother Guy J. Consolmagno, SJ,
an astronomer and planetary
scientist at the Vatican
Observatory and  Curator of the
Vatican Meteorite Collection.
The opening ceremony was
kindly organised by the
governors, teachers and pupils of
the Cardinal Griffin School under
their Headmaster Mr M.
Burrowes. A number of SHA
members attended the event.

The observatory site consists of

four elements: two domes, the
larger of which contains a 16-
inch Newtonian and the smaller a
12-inch Newtonian, and two
ancillary ancillary facilities,
namely the Phyllis Armitage
Memorial Telescope House and
the C.A. Loxton Memorial
Transit House. The observatories
house a wide range of
instruments including several
large aperture Newtonians from
12- to 20-inch aperture, some
mid-range Maksutov-
Cassegrains and a range of
smaller high-quality refractors.

History and

historical

instruments

Historically there
once was an
observatory in
Cannock in the
grounds of the
residence of Mr
C.A. Loxton in the
Shoal Hill area, not
far from the new
Civic Observatory
(see SHA Newsletter
14, 2007, pp22-23).
Mr Loxton was a
long-serving Town
Clerk of Cannock
from the late
nineteenth century
until his retirement
in 1933. His
observatory also
stood from the late
nineteenth century
(the precise date is
not known) until
around the time of

his death at the age of 95 in 1950.
Some of the older residents of the
area can remember seeing it.
Loxton’s observatory seems to
have been loosely based on a
Romsey-type design. We have
been unable to trace the
instruments that it contained, and
would be grateful for any
information about them. We do,
however, have a nineteenth-
century Wray refractor, The
Elizabeth Brown Telescope,
which passed through the hands
of C.A. Loxton’s younger
brother, S.E. Loxton, around

Brother Guy J.
Consolmagno, SJ and
John Armitage during
the opening ceremony.
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1907. We also have a 5-inch
Cooke refractor which has the
distinction of having been used to
observe the 1946 outburst of the
recurrent nova T Corona Borealis
(see opposite) and it is
fascinating to note that it was a
virtually identical Cooke
refractor also dating from circa
1860 that observed the earlier
1866 outburst of the same star. In
addition we have a range of
smaller vintage instruments
including a Victorian transit
telescope (the maker is not
known; it was probably inscribed
on the original stand, which has
been replaced). 

The Cannock Civic
Observatories hold regular public
observing sessions and details of
these can be obtained from John
Armitage, Observatory House,
117, Hednesford Road, Cannock,
Staffordshire, telephone: 01543-
579805.

Further reading

Home page for the Cardinal
Griffin Catholic High School:
http://www.cgchs.org.uk/

Above: Brother Guy J. Consolmagno, SJ and John Armitage with
teachers and pupils from the Cardinal Griffin Catholic High School
during the opening ceremony. The Headmaster, Mr M. Burrowes is

third from the right.

Right: A portable nineteenth-century transit telescope available at
the Observatory. The instrument would probably originally have had

a brass mount, but this has been lost and replaced by a modern
wooden one. The maker is unknown (his name would probably have

been included on a plate on the original mount).

Below: SHA General Secretary Kevin Kilburn (left) and Tony Cross
with Brother Guy J. Consolmagno, SJ.
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Guided Missives

The Bulletin welcomes letters for publication which can

be on any aspect of the SHA, including its activities,

projects and organisation, and, more widely, any topic in

the history of astronomy — Ed.

Telescope Used

to Observe T

Corona Borealis
The report of the meeting A Victorian
and Edwardian Astronomy Day which
was held in March 2010 (Bulletin no.
20, Summer 2010, p44-46) incorrectly
stated (p45) that the ‘Wrottesley
Telescope’, on display at the meeting
was the instrument that observed the
1866 outburst of the recurrent nova T
Corona Borealis. This assertion is
incorrect; the Wrottesley Telescope did
not observe the 1866 outburst. The
instrument does, however, have a
connection with T Corona Borealis: it
was used to observe the 1946 outburst.
The telescope that was used to observe
the 1866 outburst and the Wrottesley
Telescope are, however, more or less
identical, both being Cooke refractors
of a similar vintage, circa 1860.

John Armitage,

Cannock, Staffordshire.

The Wrottesley Telescope on
display in March 2010. This

instrument observed the 1946
outburst of T Corona Borealis

but not the 1866 one.
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Henge Tours

by Omnibus
A new ‘Henge Tours’ bus
service has recently started
which may be of interest to
some members. The service
will run from the Wiltshire
Heritage Museum in Devizes.
The route passes through the
picturesque Wiltshire
countryside and takes in a
number of henge sites, include
the ‘superhenge’ complexes of

Avebury, Marden and
Durrington Wells and also
Stonehenge and Woodhenge.

The service is flexible so
passengers can disembark to
explore individual sites and
then be collected later. Tickets
last for two days, so it is
possible to take a leisurely tour.
While a ticket is valid it also
includes temporary
membership of the Wiltshire
Archaeological and Natural
History Society, which gives
free entry to the Devizes

Museum, discounts at
Stonehenge etc. Tickets cost
£10.00. Initially the service
will only run at weekends and
on bank holidays, though it
may be extended later. For
further information see:
h t t p : / / w w w. s t o n e h e n g e -
avebury-bus.org.uk/ and also
the letter by Steve Marshall in
Fortean Times, no. 277, July
2011, p67. It is prudent to
always check the Web site prior
to travelling for the latest
timetable, route details etc.

The Bulletin is always pleased to receive letters
and articles for publication. The contact details are
given on p62. We would be particularly interested
in information about the following:

details of clocks keeping local time (see 
Newsletter 17, October 2008, p34),

information on the whereabouts of any of 
Scriven Bolton’s space art (see Bulletin 18,
June 2009, pp30-32),

contributions for the Observatory 
Scrapbook series (see p53) and follow-up 
letters with additional details of previous 
entries.

See also the requests for information mentioned by
Mike Frost on p60.

Information Requested

Book Reviews
Rinaldi, Graham, Will Hay.

Paperback, Tomahawk Press,

Sheffield, 2009, ISBN 978-0-

9557670-1-2, £17.99, pp431.

Will Hay will forever be
remembered by astronomers as
the man who, in August 1933,
famously discovered a
prominent white spot on Saturn,
using a six-inch refractor from
the garden of his home at
Norbury in South London. That
alone would have guaranteed
him immortality in the field of
amateur astronomy, but Will was
already a household name up and
down the country because of his
hilarious Fourth Form at St
Michaels live comedy routine
and his many appearances on
BBC radio. While most amateur
astronomers have heard of Will
Hay relatively few have delved
into the man’s life outside

astronomy and, prior to the
publication of this recent
biography by Graham Rinaldi,
there was only one other book
about him, the long out-of-print
Good Morning Boys, by Seaton
and Martin, published in 1978
and with a foreword by Eric
Morecambe.

Prior to reading Graham
Rinaldi’s book you might
imagine that Hay was a funny
man first and an amateur
scientist second, but the book
leaves you in no doubt about the
fact that Hay was quite a serious
man, for whom perfection in all
things, including comedy, was a
way of life. As for many top
clowns the art of being funny,
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and its need for precise comic
timing, was a very serious
business for Will Hay and he did
not suffer fools lightly; indeed
the kind of buffoon Hay played
in his films could not have been
more different from the Hay
described in Graham Rinaldi’s
excellent tome. The book, with a
foreword by Ken Dodd, is very
comprehensive indeed and runs
to a chunky 431 pages with
sixteen high-quality glossy
illustration pages in the centre. It
is also well written and very easy
to read. Once you have digested
the first chapter it becomes
compulsive reading and you
cannot put the book down. Even
if you had no interest in Will Hay
before picking the book up, you
soon become absorbed,
especially when you realise that
Hay’s fascination with
astronomy, science and
engineering was a major part of
his life. 

Having said all that the amateur
astronomer buying this book
might be disappointed that the
section on Will’s astronomy,
Chapter Six, entitled ‘Divided by
the Sun up there’ and subtitled
‘Astronomy is my life study; the
theatre is where I earn my living’
only runs to eight pages. This is
certainly not a biography aimed
at amateur astronomers but one
for historians of comedy and fans
of a man who, at his peak in the
1930s only had one serious
comedy rival in the country,
namely George Formby. If you
want a thorough account of
Hay’s astronomical life then the
paper this reviewer wrote with
the much missed Ken Goward,
published in the April 2008 BAA
Journal1, is probably what you
seek. It says a lot about Graham

Rinaldi that when he wrote the
book he contacted the two of us,
and Peter Hingley, for
information on Hay’s astronomy.
Many modern authors would
simply have cut and pasted
information from the Internet!

So bearing in mind that the
astronomy chapter only occupies
two percent of the book, will
astronomers want to buy it? My
answer would be a definite yes.
There is something very
compelling about knowing what
made Will Hay tick and,
speaking personally, once I had
read a bit about his life outside
astronomy I wanted to know
more. This included buying
every available DVD of Hay’s
films!

Hay made some twenty films
after his white spot discovery
whereas before 1933 he had been
a radio and theatre star. Although
he would surely have made it big
on the silver screen anyway, after
reading Graham’s book I cannot
help but feel the publicity
generated from the white spot
discovery was what lifted him up
to another level in the eyes of the
public and the film industry.

Undoubtedly Will Hay’s best
known film was Oh Mr Porter!
which is still very funny to watch
today, and Graham Rinaldi’s
book contains a mine of
information on all of Hay’s
films. For the cinema-goer of the
1930s and ‘40s Hay’s finest
films were those where he
teamed up with Moore Marriott
(an old guy displaying various
levels of dental shortcomings!)
and the young actor Graham
Moffatt. The films of this
disaster-prone trio, who always,
miraculously, came good in the
end, were awaited with much

anticipation by the British
public.

Outside of comedy and
astronomy Hay seems to have
been almost superhuman, having
been one of the first private
pilots in the UK, a skilled
mariner (totally unlike his
character in Windbag the Sailor)
and being able to speak many
languages. He could hold his
own in the boxing ring too! Will
Hay was also quite a ladies man
and so, inevitably, he separated
from his wife (although they did
not divorce) to live in a big mock
Tudor house at Hendon, after
1935, with his Norwegian
mistress Randi Kopstadt.

Sadly, ill health plagued Hay
from the mid 1940s and he died
from a final stroke in April 1949,
aged 60. Undoubtedly he was the
UK’s highest profile amateur
astronomer in the 1930s and
1940s and I cannot help
wondering if Hay had lived
another eight years whether he
would have been an early guest
on Patrick’s The Sky at Night
programme!

I have only really given a taste
of what this detailed biography
covers here but, essentially, it
takes you back to a time when
life was simpler, comedy less
coarse and when a man who had
changed the face of British
comedy was, deep down, an
amateur astronomer at heart.
Congratulations to Graham
Rinaldi for researching and
writing such a splendid book!

Martin Mobberley

1 Mobberley, Martin P and
Goward, Kenneth J, ‘Will Hay
(1888-1949) and his telescope’,
J. Brit. Astron. Assoc, 2009, 119

(2), pp67-81.
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Faintich, Marshall, Astronomical
Symbols on Ancient and Medieval
Coins. Hardback, McFarland,

Jefferson, North Carolina, 2008,

ISBN 978-0-7864-3178-6,

$(US)55.00, pp219.

The thesis of this book is that
rulers placed astronomical
symbols on their coins to
commemorate celestial events
which validated their claims that
they governed by mandates from
heaven. The author presents
evidence from coins of the ancient
Greeks and Romans. He devotes
an entire chapter to the vision of
the Roman emperor Constantine
before the Battle of the Milvian
Bridge of a flaming cross in the
sky and the mandate, ‘By this sign
you will conquer.’ Far more data
points come from the Middle
Ages. Simply put, there is more
data to be had from more recent
times. In addition, he frames the
discussion with citations of both
Babylonian texts and coins from
the late Renaissance.  

Dr Faintich sets the standards by
which his assertions are to be
proved. He presents a dense array
of symbols, coins, and events.
That said, the compelling narrative

ultimately fails to remove doubt.
Nonetheless, the book creates a
foundation for the further pursuit
of a minor premise: celestial
events were convenient markers
for time; and as such, they were
employed by mint officials as
audit controls for their work.
Furthermore, it is possible to find
among the putative evidence the
unassailable facts which can
correlate the reigns of the
ambitious with the skies of their
times.

Marshall Faintich finished a
bachelor’s in applied mathematics
at the University of Missouri
(Rolla) before earning both a
master of science degree and a
doctorate in astronomy at the
University of Illinois. His
avocations include archaeology
(both European and American)
and serving as the photographer
and senior birding editor for the
Rockfish Valley Trail of northern
Virginia. Dr Faintich is obviously
comfortable investigating large
bodies of knowledge. To state the
problem succinctly: the trees are
out of focus in his snapshots of the
forest.

For example, he speaks entirely
of secular authorities: counts,
dukes, princes, kings and
emperors. Never does he address
the bishops (including the bishop
of Rome and the archbishop of
Canterbury) who issued coins.
Faintich repeatedly states his
major premise by referring to ‘the
divine right of kings’ a concept
alien to the Catholics of the
Middle Ages, but nicely
enunciated to the English
Parliament by the Protestant
statesman, King James VI and I of
Scotland and England. By not
examining coins issued by
ecclesiastic authorities and by

ignoring the actual conflicts of
church versus crown, Faintich
undermines the theory that pellets,
annulets, stars, mullets, crescents,
combs and bars were intended as
symbols of divine favour for
mundane rulers.

Discussing the coins of the
English, Faintich relies on ‘The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’ in the
singular. He does not address the
fact that the nine versions are not
concordant. For example, a lunar
eclipse of 1077 is not recorded in
all of them. Alternately, a great
meteor shower of 1095 is to be
found; and that presents a new
problem: if people were awed by
comets and eclipses, and recorded
them on coins, then why are no
meteor showers also memorialised
in the same medium? Is it possible
that a single star stands for a
shower? Would perhaps three or
more little stars carry that
meaning? Faintich most often
assumes that arrays of stars are
conjunctions. That frequent
citation to close alignments of the
planets is just one area of internal
inconsistency. Faintich
acknowledges that three pellets
could stand for the Trinity. They
could also commemorate a
conjunction, not just in the year of
issue of the coin, but in any close
previous year. Similarly, a crescent
could refer to the moon or to a
partial solar eclipse.

Obviously, judgment is required.
This book is based on years of
study, back to 1995, found on the
author’s Web site
(http://www.symbolicmessengers.
com). It is clear that the author has
devoted careful research to these
problems. The main deficiency
here is that this investigation
intersects two broad and deep
curricula, astronomy and
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numismatics. The author did not
deliver the nuances of coin
collecting to star gazers and vice
versa.

The prime example of this, from
the view point of a numismatist, is
understanding the precision and
accuracy of mathematical models
for eclipses. In Appendix A,
‘Accuracy of Analysis,’ the author
says that he began with Oppolzer’s
Canon. He then turned to ‘four
commercially available computer
programs to analyse eclipse
events.’ Further refinement came
from applying the models of Jean
Meeus. To that still more
considerations were applied,
including the author’s own. But
corrections to Oppolzer’s Canon
have been published for over 100
years. As the author does not
identify the software, it cannot be
validated. A numismatist can only
accept all of this pro and con at
face value.

Just as the author does not cite
the astronomy software he used,
neither are his coins identified by
standard citations. It is true that
Appendix C provides the names of
catalogues from which he derived
illustrations. Checking the coins of
medieval France and England
required looking at the entire run
for each, and picking the
individuals offered from their
contexts. In some cases, there were
clear errors of citation, a different
coin described in the text from the
one illustrated.

For example, a coin of St Omer
was supposedly inspired by the
total eclipse of 2 August 1133, and
visible across western Europe
(Figures 113 and 114, p47).
However, the three volume
Monnaies Feodales de France by
Faustin Poey d’Avant warns that
this particular series is

controversial and dates it between
14 April 1127 and 22 August 1128,
well before the eclipse. Faintich
offers a denier of Issoudun (page
51, figure 130). However, Poey
d’Avant shows this to be an
anonymous issue, presumably of
Eude I (Odu the Elder) but with
blundered inscriptions by an
illiterate engraver. That casts doubt
on when and where this silver
penny actually was struck.

Poey d’Avant is to numismatists
what Oppolzer is to astronomers:
an important and accepted
nineteenth century work to which
additions and corrections have
been made. Faintich cites
Monnaies Feodales de France by
Faustin Poey d’Avant, and over a
hundred other works, in his
bibliography. One he does not cite
is the popular Coincraft annual,
Standard Catalog of English and
UK Coins 1066 to Date. Faintich
offers a coin of Henry I as
indicating the solar eclipse of 1133
(Figure 112). However, Coincraft
(1998, p309) dates this issue to
1122-1124.  The work required for
this fact checking is prohibitive
because none of Faintich’s
assertions is tied directly with
footnotes or endnotes to any
reference. Thus, the author’s
bridge across two studies rests on
insecure footings.

Not knowing which computer
programmes Faintich used, we
acquired four: Starry Night Pro,
Celestia, Stellarium, and Night
Vision. We also turned to the
NASA eclipse database
(http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov)
which provides tables of total,
partial, and annular solar eclipses.
Not surprisingly, we found
disagreements among them all.
Minor though these differences
might be, the consequences

impinge on the thesis of this book.
A county or duchy might be only
20 miles on side; a kingdom only
100 miles wide. Whether an
eclipse is seen as total, partial, or at
all, makes a difference here. It was
not our goal to test software, but to
discover what tools Faintich used
to write his book. We would have
preferred that the author had been
explicit.

Another set of problems comes
from the author’s use of drawings
rather than photographs.  He says:
‘All of the figures except those
listed below are drawn by the
author. The numbers in bold are
the figure numbers in this book.
Some of the coin figures taken
from other sources have been
enhanced for clarity, corrected for
omissions, modified to depict a
new variety that has been
discovered, or augmented with
additional coin illustrations by the
author. Complete citations for the
sources are shown in the
bibliography.’

Lacking direct linked citations, it
is impossible to know the author’s
enhancements and modifications.
Are we approaching Percival
Lowell’s canals? In fact,
photographic databases do exist,
among them reliable commercial
Web sites such as VCoins,
Wildwinds, and CoinArchives. In
addition, museums, central banks,
and national treasuries often
provide photographic databases.
The photographic inventory of the
American Numismatic Society
can be searched by mint, which is
especially helpful as most English
kings controlled many. This
omission is doubly unfortunate as
Faintich is an accomplished
photographer.

The book begins with strong
standards. Faintich sets four
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bounds within which all valid data
must be found: ‘First, the date of a
coin bearing an astronomical
symbol must be ascertained.
Second, the astronomical symbol
must be the first such occurrence
for that coin design or a re-
introduction of the symbol after a
substantial period of time to rule
out immobilisation of the design.
Third, the occurrence of the
astronomical event must be
established. Fourth, and most
difficult to ascertain, historical
evidence must be presented that
supports the observance and
importance of the event. Without
the latter, any correlation between
a design symbol and an
astronomical event is merely
speculation (p5).’

Unfortunately, he strays from
that narrow path. Simply
investigating the epigraphic
evidence against the mathematical
models is a separate task. The
author at first wisely ignores the
mention of a solar eclipse known
from one of the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicles: ‘AD 1135. In this year
went the King Henry over sea at
the Lammas; and the next day, as
he lay asleep on ship, the day
darkened over all lands, and the
sun was all as it were a three night
old moon, and the stars about him
at midday. Men were very much
astonished and terrified, and said
that a great event should come
hereafter. So it did; for that same
year was the King dead, the next
day after St. Andrew’s mass-day,
in Normandy.’ Manuscript E

(Oxford, Bodlean Library, MS
Laud 636).

But then Faintich does reference
this event in passing on p192,
asserting a petite denier of St.
Olmer ‘with mullets representing
the 1135 solar eclipse.’ The

problem is that according to the
NASA database, none of the three
solar eclipses of that year was
visible from the region. NASA
offers an annular (16 January)
visible from Mongolia, a total (12
July) to be appreciated from Tierra
del Fuego, and a partial (6
December) seen by anyone in the
Antarctic sea north of Queen
Maud Land (Henry died on 1
December). If we take the
medieval scribes at their word,
then not even NASA can run the
celestial clock back reliably.
Alternately, if the scribes were
explaining the death of Henry by
creating a convenient eclipse, then
other ancient chronicles also must
be validated before being cited.

Faintich acknowledges the
problem. ‘The fact that historical
written accounts of ancient and
medieval happenings are among
the least reliable sources of
information may initially seem
strange.’As in the case of Henry II,
‘embellishments’ may have been
added later (p6). He identifies the
contradiction again on p182:
‘…the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
stated the year as 1135 to coincide
with the year Henry died, possibly
for dramatic effect.’ That said, he
does not keep to the rules he sets,
but all through the book includes a
large number of data points which
may be problematic because he
does not tie them directly with
citations to the compendia of
documents listed in the
bibliography.

Faintich re-attributes the Anglo-
Norman and Anglo-Gallic coins
by correlating the symbols on the
pennies with celestial events. It is
an interesting attempt at a vexing
problem. Numismatists know that
the issues from the times of
William I and II, Henry I and II,

the anarchy during the times of
Stephen and Matilda, and the
reigns of Edward I, II and III are
difficult to differentiate and
attribute unambiguously. Faintich
connects the symbols on coins
with observed comets, eclipses,
and conjunctions. The effort is
worthy. However, his not directly
citing standard reference
catalogues makes it difficult to
follow his work. 

Bibliophiles will appreciate the
careful production here. We found
no typographical errors. The
paper, printing and binding are
above standard for the trade
publication of a monograph. The
work is profusely illustrated in
black and white with line drawings
of coins, maps and other
illustrations. The index is inclusive
but could have benefited from a
different taxonomy. All events and
kings of England are listed under
‘England.’ All eclipses are under
‘eclipses.’ It is a bit troublesome as
similar material is presented in
several places, for instance in
chapters titled ‘Eclipses,’ ‘Norman
England,’ and ‘Additional
Examples.’

Overall, the thesis is compelling,
but ultimately is not proved on any
level. That, combined with the list
of problems given here may seem
fatal. It is not. If the book were not
interesting and provocative, we
would not have reviewed it. In his
conclusion, titled ‘Beginnings,’
Faintich calls on other researches
to build on this work.
Astronomical Symbols on Ancient
and Medieval Coins is an excellent
starting place for any astronomer
seeking artifacts that provide
correlative data for historical
observations.

Michael E. Marotta and

Bradford S. Wade
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Reeves, Eileen, and Van

Helden, Albert, On Sunspots.

Paperback, University of

Chicago Press, Chicago and

London, 2010, ISBN: 978-

0226707167, $(US) 40.00/

£26.00, pp418.

The Russian Niconovsky
chronicle for the year 1371
reports that ‘There were dark
spots on the Sun, as if nails were
driven into it’. From time to time,
through thin cloud or murky sky
at the horizon, it is possible to see
larger spots with the naked eye.
Serious investigation of the spots,
however, was not possible until
the development of the
astronomical telescope.

In this excellent book Eileen
Reeves and Albert Van Helden
describe the controversy that
ensued. There were disputes
about who first observed the
spots through a telescope, but
also – more interestingly – about
their significance. It was by no
means obvious what astronomers
were seeing when they first
attended to this matter. Were the
spots blemishes on the face of the
sun, or were they objects between
the Earth and the Sun, partially

occulting its disk?
The Jesuit astronomer

Christoph Scheiner in Ingolstadt,
writing under the pen-name
Apelles,  claimed that the spots,
which he had been observing
since March 1611, must be either
‘on the Sun’ or ‘in some heaven
outside the Sun’. Initially,
however, he could not accept that
the sun would be blemished and
concluded that the spots must be
bodies in front of the sun. This
was a view backed by many
astronomers and was consistent
with the world view espoused by
the Church. Scheiner argued that
the spots must be small planets
orbiting the Sun.

His great opponent was Galileo
Galilei, who claimed that the Sun
did have these blemishes –

regardless of old ideas about the
purity of its orb. What is more, as
Johannes Fabricius had recently
pointed out, the apparent motion
of the spots was an indication that
the Sun was rotating on its axis.

To Scheiner’s claim that it
would be incredible to think that
the bright solar disk is ‘spotted
and impure’, Galileo retorts:
‘Why shouldn't we call it both
spotted and impure? Names and
attributes must accommodate
themselves to the essence of
things, and not the essence to the
names’ – in other words,
observations must always
override ancient preconceptions.

Scheiner later came to accept
that the spots were on the Sun's
face and the rotation of the Sun.
In fact his book, Rosa Ursina,

Successive drawings of sunspots as they appeared to cross the solar
disk, from Christoph Scheiner’s Rosa Ursina of 1630 (courtesy

Wikimedia Commons).
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published in 1630, was to
become the standard work on the
topic for more than a century.

On Sunspots reproduces the
original observations of Scheiner
and Galileo, together with much
material that has previously not
been available in English. This is
particularly the case for Scheiner.
Franz Daxecker’s The Physicist
and Astronomer Christopher
Scheiner: Biography, Letters,
Works (University of Innsbruck,
2004) gives a good overview, but
is hard to obtain and includes
only brief extracts from the
subject’s works. Despite the
extensive Galileo literature in
English, only extracts of his
sunspot letters have previously
appeared – translated by Stillman
Drake. Reeves and Van Helden
now present in full the Tres
Epistolae and Accuratior
Disquisitio of Scheiner, and
Galileo’s letters to Welser (along
with his illustrations).

Scheiner and Galileo had to
contend with poor quality optics
and dangerous observing
techniques (viewing the Sun at
dawn through glass filters, until
the Benedictine monk Benedetto
Castelli invented the method of
telescopic projection), but their
ingenious arguments illustrate
the process by which our present
knowledge has been built. This
account is very instructive and
fills us with admiration for these
pioneers.

An enthralling read!
David Sellers

[Dr Michael Hoskin, the Society’s
Honorary Vice President, has
kindly donated a copy of this book
and it is available to be borrowed
from the Society’s Library (see
p57) – Ed.]

Grego, Peter and Mannion,

David, Galileo and 400 Years of
Telescopic Astronomy.

Paperback, Astronomers’

Universe, Springer, New York,

2010, ISBN 978-1-4419-5592-0,

pp310+ix, 22 colour

illustrations, 176 throughout,

£26.99.

‘This is an extraordinary book’,
was my impression as I reached
the end of Chapter Two. Far from
being a dry history of the past four
centuries of telescopic astronomy,
I found a novel mixture of sound
historical fact admixed with
practical lessons in how to build
astronomical equipment of the
period, and much, much more.

Grego and Mannion’s book is a
broad, yet deceptively detailed,
overview of observational
astronomy. The first chapter on
pre-Galilean astronomy started off
fairly predictably with prehistoric
perceptions and classical ideas
about the night sky and is rounded
off with the sun-centred
Copernican theory and the
analysis by Kepler of Tycho’s
detailed observations made in the
immediate pre-telescopic era.

‘Nothing new here’ I thought, but
then it began to dawn on me that
the authors’ treatment of the
subject was so different to
anything I had read before that
here was a new and very
entertaining way of presenting the
history of telescopic astronomy.

400 Years of Telescopic
Astronomy is really three books
rolled into one: a sound historical
overview, a practical explanation
of the historical observations, and
a useful reference with lists of
deep sky objects, future planetary
phenomena, conjunctions, transits
and the like. The familiar historical
outline of astronomy with all the
usual characters is well-told.  The
arrangement of the chapters
follows a logical historical
timeline, the main parts being the
early telescopic observations made
by Galileo, followed by Newton’s
revolution in physics, the
development of observational
planetary astronomy and then that
of sidereal astronomy. But
throughout the book, and this is
what I particularly liked, there was
a lot of unfamiliar information and
detail that brings the book bang up
to date. For instance, other
overviews of classical astronomy
rarely mention the Antikythera
mechanism, but it is covered here.
Galileo’s unintentional
observation of Neptune is
strikingly illustrated in
juxtaposition with the view given
by modern planetarium software,
and I had not heard of Hodierna’s
list of forty nebulae published in
1654, a century before Charles
Messier’s list.

The details of how observations
were made and the underlying
maths and physics are explained
clearly, and augmented by a series
of projects for readers to try for
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themselves. For example, the
techniques for measuring the
Earth’s circumference and the
height of lunar mountains are
presented. Some of the
techniques, like drawing sunspots
and lunar features at the telescope
were familiar, but I have yet to
tackle cybersketching on a PDA
(a Personal Digital Assistant to
the uninitiated)!

What did I dislike?… well, not
much. The blurb on the back
cover seemed a little harsh on the
Church, but no big deal (and the
authors probably did not write it).
In the body of the text there were
some interesting omissions. For
example there is no mention of
Horrock’s and Crabtree’s first
observations of the transit of
Venus in 1639. The transit is
mentioned, but the observers are
not. Neither is Flamsteed’s star
atlas, Atlas Coelestis, which for
over a century was the mainstay
of European astro-cartography,
whilst John Bevis does get a
mention as producing a detailed
and accurate star atlas in the mid-
eighteenth century, even though
his Uranographia Britannica is
so rare that only two dozen copies
are known to exist. I also
wondered about the inclusion of
transient lunar phenomena in the
discussion of lunar astronomy.
These events are very
contentious, but may yet be
firmly established and the current
consensus proved wrong. These
quibbles are minor, and there may
be others, but they do not detract
from a well-researched and well-
presented book.

The book is clearly the product
of a meeting of two minds. Peter
Grego is an experienced practical
amateur observer and writer and
Dr David Mannion a professional

lecturer specialising in physics
and astronomy. Together they
have created a remarkable book
that skilfully combines aspects of
telescopic astronomy in a way
that is both very readable and
stimulating.

Buy it. Galileo and 400 Years of
Telescopic Astronomy is a
refreshingly new way to present
observational astronomy in its
historical context and would be a
great introduction to anyone
starting out in practical amateur
astronomy. It is definitely a ‘must
have’ for the bookshelves of
school libraries and astronomical
societies. 

Kevin Kilburn

Pillinger, Colin, My Life on
Mars: The Beagle 2 Diaries.

Hardback, British

Interplanetary Society,

London, 2010, ISBN 978-0-

9506597-3-2, £20.00, pp357 + ix.

Over seven years have passed
since Beagle 2 went missing on
Christmas Day 2003. The
spacecraft was equipped
specifically to detect evidence for
life and carried the latest
miniaturised mass spectrometer

that Colin Pillinger and his team
had developed using experience
gained over many years of
working with meteorite and
Apollo lunar samples. It was to be
the first and best opportunity to
analyse Martian soil that had ever
been flown. The science was
sound, the instruments were well
designed for the job and extreme
care was taken to ensure that any
positive results would not be
contaminated by terrestrial
organic materials. Beagle 2 had
been launched from Baikonur six
months earlier, on 2 June, aboard
a Soyuz-Fregat rocket as part of
the European Space Agency’s
Mars Express mission. It
deployed successfully as the
spacecraft reached the red planet,
began its descent… but then fell
silent. Nothing more was heard
from the lander. It has not been
found and the cause of the
mission’s failure can only be
conjectured.

My Life on Mars is Prof.
Pillinger’s personal account of his
dream to put a British lander on
Mars to search for life. But it is
more than that, it is the story of
Pillinger’s tenacity to succeed,
inherited from a working-class
family going back over two
hundred years in a Bristol suburb.
He was determined to overcome
the obstacles posed by having to
personally raise funds and get
sponsorship for an audacious
Mars mission that ESA was only
grudgingly willing to support. He
certainly inspired the British
public and media into giving their
backing for the mission, but his
story is fraught with setbacks
from individuals and scientific
organisations that could
otherwise have, just possibly,
increased the chance of Beagle 2
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succeeding. It makes frustrating
reading to learn of the back-biting
and infighting by certain
individuals and the generally
lacklustre support by ESA for
Pillinger and his team. The
mission deserved to have had
more British and European
governmental and institutional
encouragement and financial
backing. One gets the overall
impression that ‘space research’
and the ‘British Government’
made for uncomfortable
bedfellows. There is a useful
‘who’s who’ at the back of the
book giving a dramatis personae
of both supporters and nitpickers. 

Beagle 2 was lost and Colin
Pillinger was taken to task for his
poor management of the project.
The subsequent inquiries tried to

lay the blame for mission failure
at his door with an attitude of ‘we
knew it would never work’, ‘it’s
your fault’, and ‘there, we told
you so’. Pillinger’s story is
typically that of the British
Bulldog with a big idea who gets
put down when it goes wrong.
Had the mission succeeded, it is
interesting to speculate on how
much of the credit would have
been claimed by those who would
not have deserved it.

Prof. Pillinger wrote this book
to set the record straight, as he
sees it, and he presents his story
well. He very rightly waited to
allow the dust to settle and for any
prospects of European follow-up
missions to shake out; but there
have not been any. The publisher,
the British Interplanetary Society,

seems at first an odd choice but
this book does fit comfortably
with their long tradition of
promoting British space research.
There are a few typos but nothing
to detract from the narrative. This
reviewer’s only irritation is the
constant use of initials for the
many organisations mentioned,
there are twenty six of them; OU
for Open University, ESA for
European Space Agency, etc. The
jargon buster at the end of the
book helps but their constant use
does make reading the book, with
its important detail of who-did-
what, somewhat laborious.

Colin Pillinger is to be praised
for his vision and commitment to
a project that few would have
dared to tackle.

Kevin Kilburn

Also Noticed

Clive Davenhall

Listing here constitutes neither a
review nor a recommendation,
nor does it preclude future
review. Information is given in
good faith but cannot be
guaranteed.

Aratus’

Phaenomena
Poochigian, Aaron, Aratus’
Phaenomena. Paperback, Johns

Hopkins Univ. Press,

Baltimore, 2010, ISBN-13 978-

0801894664, $25.00 / £13.00,

pp112.

The familiar constellations of the
northern hemisphere are mostly
inherited from Greek Antiquity.
They have survived to the present

largely through their inclusion in
Claudius Ptolemy’s Almagest,
the great synthesis of Greek
astronomy written circa AD 145,
late in Classical Antiquity. There
are, however, other descriptions
of the Greek constellations, the
earliest extant being the
Phaenomena (‘Visible Signs’) of
Aratus of Soli (approximately

315-250 BC). The Phaenomena is
a poem of just over 1100 homeric
hexameters. It describes the
appearances of the constellations
and their use both as a calendar
and for forecasting weather at
sea. Aratus’ poem is based on an
earlier prose work of the same
name by the astronomer Eudoxos
of Cnidus (around 400-350 BC),
which has not survived. Aratus’
Phaenomena was extremely
popular in Antiquity and was
widely copied (which is why it
has survived, of course). There
were numerous Greek imitations
and Latin (and later Arabic)
translations. There have been
previous English versions by
Lamendon (1848), Brown
(1885), Mair (1921) and Kidd
(1998). Now Aaron Poochigian
has published a new translation.
His erudite and polished
rendering of this important work,
augmented by annotations and an
introduction, is to be welcomed.
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Galileo revisited…
Wootton, David, Galileo:
Watcher of the Skies. Hardback,

Yale Univ. Press, New Haven,

Connecticut, 2010, ISBN-13

978-0300125368, £25.00, pp354.

Heilbron, John, Galileo.

Hardback, Oxford Univ. Press,

Oxford, 2010, ISBN-13 978-

0199583522, £20.00, pp528.

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)
needs no introduction to

historians of astronomy. His first
biography was published in 1717
by Vincenzo Viviani, his last
pupil, and there have been many
subsequent ones (see p46 for a
review of another). Wootton and
Heilbron’s books are two recent
additions to this corpus, both
appearing in 2010 to coincide
with the four hundredth
anniversary of Galileo’s
publication of Sidereus Nuncius.
Both books are substantial and
important works, though they
take very different approaches to
Galileo’s life.

…and in context
Marr, Alexander, Between
Raphael and Galileo: Mutio
Oddi and the Mathematical
Culture of  Late Renaissance
Italy. Hardback, Univ. Chicago

Press, Chicago, 2011, ISBN-13

978-0226506289, £29.00 /

$(US)45.00, pp384.

Though little remembered now,
Mutio Oddi of Urbino (1569-
1639) was an eminent, well-
respected artisan-scholar who
worked and taught in a wide
range of disciplines related to

mathematics, including civil and
military architecture, and the
design and sale of scientific
instruments. He also left an
extensive archive of
correspondence which allows
much of his working life to be
reconstructed. In Between
Raphael and Galileo Alexander
Marr mines this archive to
reconstruct the way that
mathematics, science and art
were generally practiced in Italy
in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries.

Everything under

the Sun
Cohen, Richard, Chasing the
Sun: A History of the Star that
Gives Us Life. Hardback, Simon

and Schuster, London, 2010,

ISBN-13 978-0743259286,

£30.00, pp704.

An exhaustive compendium of
facts and information about the
Sun. The book covers all aspects
of the subject, from the modern
understanding of the Sun as a star
powered by thermonuclear
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fusion, through the way it was
understood in earlier
astronomical traditions, to its role
in the religion, mythology and
folklore of many cultures. A
fascinating and wide-ranging
treatment of a large subject.

Science

popularisation in

the nineteenth

century
Lightman, Bernard, Victorian
Popularizers of Science:
Designing Nature for New
Audiences. Hardback, Univ.

Chicago Press, Chicago, 2007,

ISBN-13 978-0226481180,

£31.00,  pp545+xvi.

The nineteenth century saw the
gradual professionalisation and
specialisation of science. At the
same time there emerged a group
of authors and journalists who
described and interpreted
scientific developments and
advances for a wide, lay
audience. Lightman has written a
detailed, comprehensive and
authoritative history of the

emergence of this specialism,
lightened with lively
biographical details of its leading
practitioners. The book covers all
the scientific disciplines, but
astronomy and its chroniclers are
well-represented, with, for
example, Richard Proctor, Sir
Robert Ball and Agnes Clerke all
included.

And there was light
Weightman, Gavin, Children of
Light: How Electrification
Changed Britain Forever.

Atlantic Books, London, 2011,

ISBN-13 978-1848871175,

£25.00, pp304.

Light pollution is the bane of
astronomers, particularly
amateur astronomers observing
from urban areas. Recent years
have seen significant advances in
limiting the impact of street
lighting, largely through the
efforts of groups such as the
Campaign for Dark Skies. If you
have ever wondered how our
cities came to be ablaze with
electric light once the Sun has set

then Children of Light has the
story. It describes the
electrification of Britain since the
mid-nineteenth century, a
profound change of which the
widespread adoption of electric
lighting is the most immediate
and visible consequence. The
contents are entirely non-
astronomical, of course, but the
book seems likely to be of at least
passing interest to many
astronomers.

History of the BIS
Parkinson, Bob (ed.),

Interplanetary: A History of the
British Interplanetary Society.

Paperback, British

Interplanetary Society,

London, 2008, ISBN-13 978-

0950659718, £20.00, pp100.

Perhaps slightly off-topic for the
SHA, but likely to be of interest
to some members, the British
Interplanetary Society (BIS) has
recently published a history of
their Society. It covers the entire
lifetime of the BIS from its
founding in Liverpool in 1933
through to the present. Copies
can be ordered from the BIS Web
site: http://www.bis-space.com/
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Books noticed

Madeline Cox

This column lists some recently
published books which might be
of interest. Listing here does not
preclude a review at a later date,
nor does it necessarily mean
endorsement. Please note prices
may vary according to suppliers.

Ansari, S.M, History of Oriental
Astronomy, Springer Verlag,
2010 (Astrophysics and Space
Science Library), paperback.
pp308, ISBN 978-904160334,
£144.00.

Becker, B.J, Unravelling
Starlight: William and Margaret

Huggins and the Rise of the New
Astronomy, Cambridge Univ.
Press, 2011, hardback, pp400,
ISBN 978-1107002296, £65.00.

Chabás, J. and Goldstein, B.R,
The Alfonsine Tables of Toledo,
Springer, 2011 (Archimedes:
New Studies in the History and
Philosophy of Science and
Technology), paperback, pp356,
ISBN 978-9048164042, £110.50.

Christopher, J, The Apollo Story,
The History Press, 2009,
hardback, pp128, ISBN 978-
0752451732, £8.99.

Compton, W.D, Where No Man
Has Gone Before: A History of
NASA’s Apollo Lunar
Expeditions, Dover Publ. Inc,
2010, paperback, pp432, ISBN
978-048647883, £18.99.

Glennie, P. and Thrift, N,
Shaping the Day: A History of
Timekeeping in England and
Wales, 1300-1800, Oxford Univ.
Press, 2011, paperback, pp472,
ISBN 978-0199605125, £24.95.

Heidarzadeh, T, A History of
Physical Theories of Comets
from Aristotle to Whipple,
Springer, 2011 (Archimedes:
New Studies in the History and
Philosophy of Science and
Technology), paperback, pp278,
ISBN 978-9048178421, £144.00.

Hoskin, M, Discoverers of the
Universe: William and Caroline
Herschel, Princeton Univ. Press,
2011, hardback, pp272, ISBN
978-0691148335, £20.95.

Fiction

Prophecy
Parris, S.J., Prophecy.

Paperback, HarperCollins,

London, 2011, ISBN-13 978-

0007317714, £12.99, pp416.

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) is
remembered as the Copernican
who, unlike Galileo, was burnt at
the stake, though scholars still
dispute how large a part
Copernicanism played in the
heresy for which he was
condemned. Prophecy is the

second novel by S.J. Parris
loosely based on the actual
events of Bruno’s life (following
last year’s Heresy). It is a thriller
set during Bruno’s time in
England between 1583-85.
There are astrological portents
and Elizabeth I’s spymaster, Sir
Francis Walsingham, suspects a
plot to put Mary Stuart on the
throne. Bruno, working for
Walsingham, infiltrates the
French embassy to expose the
plotters, but the murder of a maid
of honour points to even more
sinister plots and black magic...
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Kelly, D.H and Milone, F,
Exploring Ancient Skies: A
Survey of Ancient and Cultural
Astronomy: An Encyclopaedic
Survey of Archaeoastronomy,
Springer Verlag, 2011, second
edn, paperback, pp639, ISBN
978-1441976239, £72.00.

Logsdon, J.M, John F. Kennedy
and the Race to the Moon,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2011,
hardback, pp308, ISBN 978-
0230110106, £22.99.

McKenna-Lawlor, S.M.P,
Whatever Shines Should be
Observed [Quicquid Nitet
Notandum], Springer Verlag,
2003 (Astrophysics and Space
Science Library), paperback,
pp180, ISBN 978-1402014246,
£47.99.

Montelle, C, Chasing Shadows:
Mathematics, Astronomy, and the
Early History of Eclipse
Reckoning, John Hopkins Univ.
Press, 2011 (John Hopkins
Studies in the History of
Mathematics), hardback, pp424,
ISBN 978-0801896910, £39.00.

Padmanabhan, T. (Ed.),
Astronomy in India: A Historical
Perspective, Springer Verlag
India, 2011, hardback, pp250,
ISBN 978-8184899979, £90.00.

Schilling, G, Atlas of
Astronomical Discoveries,
Springer Verlag, 2011,
hardback,pp 243, ISBN 978-
1441978103, £27.99.

Steele, J.M, Observations and
Predictions of Eclipse Times by
Early Astronomers, Springer
Verlag, 2010 (Archimedes: New
Studies in the History and
Philosophy of Science and

Technology), paperback, pp336,
ISBN 978-9048154548, £135.00.

Udías, A, Searching the Heavens
and the Earth: The History of
Jesuit Observatories, Springer
Verlag, 2010 (Astrophysics and
Space Science Library),
paperback, pp388, ISBN 978-
9048162529, £153.00.

Vaquero, J.M. and Vázquez, M,
The Sun Recorded Through
History, Springer-Verlag, 2010,
paperback, pp400, ISBN 978-
1441928290. £121.50.

Whiting, A.B, Hindsight and
Popular Astronomy, World
Scientific Publishing Co, 2010,
hardback, pp288, ISBN 978-
9814307918, £25.00.

Wise, G, Civic Astronomy:
Albany’s Dudley Observatory,
1852-2002, Springer Verlag,
2010 (Astrophysics and Space
Science Library), paperback,
pp215, ISBN 978-9048167029,
£83.00.
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THE historic Townsend
Observatory in Canterbury,

New Zealand was destroyed by
the recent earthquakes that hit
that city. The first one on 4
September 2010 damaged the
structure and the second on 22
February 2011 caused it to
collapse. The observatory had
housed a splendid 6-inch Cooke
refractor. The remains of this
telescope have since been
recovered from the rubble.
Unsurprisingly, it is extensively
damaged, with the tube, in
particular, being badly bashed.
However, amazingly, the
objective lens is unscratched and
the delicate gears of the clock
drive and governor are only
slightly damaged. It is hoped that
it will be possible to restore the
telescope.

The origins of the observatory
go back to 1891 when James
Townsend Jnr, a local amateur
astronomer, donated the 6-inch
Cooke to Canterbury University
College (which later became the
University of Canterbury). This
instrument was manufactured in
1864, but it is unclear whether or
not it was made to order for
Townsend, and the circumstances
and date of its arrival in New
Zealand are unknown. It was in
Townsend’s possession in 1882
when he lent it to the British
expedition then in Canterbury to
observe the transit of Venus, and
it was used successfully on that
occasion. This transit caused an
outbreak of public interest in

Observatory Scrapbook: 

The Townsend Observatory

Clive Davenhall

Right: The
Townsend

Observatory
shortly after its

completion. This
photograph

appeared in the
Christchurch

Weekly Press for
19 March 1896

(reproduced from
Tobin and Evans,
Stars in a Cluster,

p81).

Below: The
Observatory and
surrounding
buildings seen
from the air in
the 1930s
(reproduced from
Tobin and Evans,
Stars in a Cluster,
p9).
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Canterbury in matters
astronomical and an appeal was
launched to raise funds for an
observatory. At the same time
that Townsend donated his
telescope the Astronomical
Society of Christchurch gave the
College the approximately £420
that had accrued to this fund as a
contribution towards a building
to house it.

In 1895 the College built a
biological laboratory using some
of the funds originally intended
for a medical school. This
laboratory included a tower at the
top of which was an observatory
dome with the 6-inch refractor.
The laboratory and observatory
duly opened in March 1896,
though sadly Townsend died in
1894 and did not see his donation
come into use. The original dome
was made of canvas and wood. It
was replaced in 1914 and again in
1945-50, this last time with a

steel dome that remained in place
until the collapse.

The University of Canterbury
subsequently decamped to the
suburb of Ilam (where it was
unaffected by the earthquakes)
and vacated the biological
laboratory. The building,
including the Observatory tower,
is now owned by Christchurch
City Council who run it as an arts
centre. However, the University
of Canterbury retained
ownership of the telescope and
continued to operate the
Observatory. Throughout most
of its time with the University
the telescope has largely been
used for public observing and
student teaching during the
(southern hemisphere) winter,
and in the former capacity it has
proved a popular local fixture. At

Above: The wreckage of the observatory following its collapse
during the earthquake of 22 February 2011.

Below: Graeme Kershaw of the Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of Canterbury Christchurch examines the

remains of the telescope recovered from the wreckage.
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the time of the collapse the
telescope was in excellent
working order and largely in its
original condition, with, for
example, a mechanical weight
drive. The loss of this historic
observatory is to be greatly
regretted and it is to be hoped
that the telescope can be
restored.

Acknowledgements

I am most grateful to Prof. John
Hearnshaw of the University of
Canterbury for useful
discussions, for supplying
material about the Townsend
telescope and Observatory and
for kindly commenting on a draft
of this article. Rosalie Reilly,
also of the University of
Canterbury, kindly supplied
copies of the photographs of the
wrecked observatory and
rescued telescope and made
helpful suggestions. I am also
grateful to Robert Evans of the
Royal Astronomical Society of
New Zealand for useful
information.

Further reading

The most detailed published
description of the history of the
Townsend Observatory and
telescope is W. Tobin and G.M.
Evans (eds), Stars in a Cluster

(1996) published by the
Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of
Canterbury Christchurch. Dr
Tobin has made extracts from this
book, including the sections on
the Townsend Observatory,
available on his Web site:
http://tobin.pagesperso-orange.fr/
Townsend TelescopeExtracts_
StarsInA Cluster_1996.pdf

The destruction of the
Observatory is briefly mentioned
by R.W. Evans in Southern Stars,
Journal of the Royal Astronomical
Society of New Zealand, March
2011, 50(1), p9. At the time of
writing the telescope had not been
recovered. More photographs of
the telescope after it had been

The telescope and its dome in happier times. Note the unusual 180°
slit which was a feature of the steel dome installed in 1950. Every

year a senior astronomy student is appointed to run the public
viewing sessions. Pictured is Ashley Marles, the Observer in 1995.

(Photograph by D.C. Holmes and reproduced from Tobin and
Evans, Stars in a Cluster, p79).

The 6-inch objective lens of the
Townsend telescope, which
amazingly survived the collapse
intact.
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recovered from the wreckage
appeared in the Weekly Newsletter
of the Department of Physics and
Astronomy, University of
Canterbury Christchurch, 21 April
2011, 28(12), pp4-5.

The University of Canterbury has
a page about the Observatory at:
http://www.phys.canterbury.ac.nz/
townsend.shtml

Prof. John Hearnshaw has a
description of the Observatory at:
http://cosmicdiary.org/blogs/john
_hearnshaw/?p=544

Finally, the University of
Canterbury sells a print of a rather
splendid watercolour of the
Observatory: http://ucshop.co.nz/
Gifts/university-of-canterbury-
alumni-gift-unframed-print-
college-townsend-observatory

Contributing Observatory Scrapbook Entries
We encourage you to contribute entries for the Observatory Scrapbook series. The guidelines are
simple. There should be at least one illustration of some historical observatory accompanied by a brief
description. In this context ‘historical’ means ‘in existence before 1945.’ Typically the description will
be only a few hundred words long, though more extensive pieces are acceptable.

Pictures that are themselves pre-1945 are preferred, though modern ones are acceptable, particularly
as supplementary illustrations. Photographs, paintings, engravings, drawings etc. are all acceptable.
Less-familiar observatories in the UK and the Irish Republic are preferred, in the spirit of the Survey,
though major and overseas institutions are also welcome. You should send contributions to the
editorial address on p62. We hope to hear from you.

Above: The delicate gears of the telescope’s clock drive, which have
escaped largely unscathed.

Left: The log book of the
Townsend telescope which was
also recovered from the
wreckage. It is shown open at
the page for June 1996 when, as
part of events to mark the
centenary of the telescope’s
installation in the Observatory
tower, it was visited by many
members of the University of
Canterbury's Physics
Department and by Sir Arnold
Wolfendale, the 14th Astronomer
Royal and SHA member.
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Purchases

The following items have been
purchased since the last Bulletin:
Clerke, Mary Agnes, The
Herschels and Modern
Astronomy (1895; 2010 reprint);
Jardine, Lisa, The Curious Life
of Robert Hooke: the Man Who
Measured London (2004);
Gallentine, J, Ambassadors from
Earth: Pioneering Explorations
with Unmanned Spacecraft
(2009); Lambert, J.H,
Cosmological Letters (1976);
Hoskin, Michael. Discoverers of
the Universe: William and

Caroline Herschel
(2011); Becker,
Barbara J, Unravelling
Starlight: William And
Margaret Huggins
And The Rise Of The
New Astronomy
(2011).

Donations

The following individuals have
kindly made donations. Janet and
Mark Robinson and Paul Haley
of the Webbshare Project and the
Share Initiative kindly donated
several CD-ROMs: Heavens
Above; Astronomers (2 copies)
and From the Earth to the
Universe (2 copies). Peter
Hingley and Bristol and District
Archaeological Services donated
an Archaeological Desktop
Study of Clifton Down
Observatory and Clifton Camp

(2010). Peter Macdonald
donated a copy of his own
publication Eclipses at London
1950-2160 (2006). 

Michael Hoskin donated
several works: Galilei, Galileo
Siderius Nuncius, or The
Sidereal Messenger, translated
by Albert Van Helden (1989);
Lattis, James M, Between
Copernicus And Galileo:
Christoph Clavius And The
Collapse Of Ptolemaic
Cosmology (1994); Biagioli,
Mario Galileo’s Instruments of
Credit: Telescopes, Images,
Secrecy (2006) and Galilei,
Galileo and Scheiner,
Christopher On Sunspots,
translated and introduced by
Eileen Reeves & Albert Van
Helden (2010; reviewed on p45).

Our thanks, as usual, to all our
donors for their generosity.

Library

News

Madeline Cox and Stuart Williams

By kind invitation SHA members
may use the RAS Library. The
opening hours are 10:00 am – 5:00
pm, Monday to Friday. The
address of the RAS is Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London, W1J
0BQ. Contact Peter Hingley (020-
7734 -4582, ext. 215; mobile:
07757 133891 or pdh@ras.
org.uk). On-line catalogue:
http://ras.heritage4. com

Saturday opening

The Library opens on the first
Saturday of each Month, Bank
Holidays excepted. This
arrangement will continue during

2012, initially on 7
January, 4 February, 3
March and continuing
with further dates to be
advised.  Opening times
will be 10:00 am to 5:00
pm. There will only be
one member of staff on
duty so it will be

necessary to ring the bell and
wait to be admitted; if the delay is
excessive please telephone
(details above). You are advised
to confirm out-of-hours openings
with the Librarian before
undertaking a lengthy journey.

Other libraries

ROE Library

By kind invitation SHA members
may use the ROE (Royal
Observatory Edinburgh) Library.
The Library is usually open
during office hours, Monday to

Friday. However, visitors should
contact the Librarian beforehand
to arrange a suitable time and
bring their SHA membership
card for identification. Contact
Karen Moran (0131-668-8395 or
ksm@roe.ac.uk). On-line
catalogue: http://www.roe.ac.uk/
roe/library/index.html and follow
the links: ‘Search the Main
Library Catalogue’ and ‘ROE
Catalogue’. 

Andrew Stephens’ Library

Mr Andrew Stephens of
Cheltenham has generously
offered SHA members the use of
his extensive private
astronomical library (see
Newsletter no. 12, November
2006, pp20-21). In the first
instance contact Madeline Cox
(library@shastro.org.uk, or
telephone on 01623 844121) for
details.

RAS

Library

News
Peter Hingley
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SHA News

Compiled by Clive Davenhall

Changes to the

Council and Officers
There have been a number of
changes to the Society’s Council
and Officers since the last
Bulletin. Some were in place
before the recent AGM held at
the Birmingham and Midland
Institute on Saturday 29 October
2011 and others occurred at that
meeting.

Amongst the changes already in
place before the AGM we are
pleased to report that Dr Roger
Hutchins was duly appointed as
Treasurer at the 2010 AGM and
has subsequently proved a
thoughtful and energetic addition

to the team. He will already be
known to many members, but
briefly, he was originally a ship
broker on London’s Baltic
Exchange and was drawn into
astronomy by the astonishing
Apollo Moon landings. He
acquired a refractor, served a
period as Secretary to an
astronomical society, visited
major observatories and attended
JPL for the Voyager fly-bys of
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

In 1989 he went up to Oxford to
read Modern History (BA, 1992).
He was subsequently a Research
Associate, a copy-editor with and
contributor (astronomers) to the
Oxford Dictionary of National

Biography and gained a D.Phil.
in 1999. His thesis was
subsequently published as the
well-received British University
Observatories 1772-1939 (2008).
He organised the Development
Office of Magdalen College until
his retirement in December 2006.
He is a Fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society.

In the Spring Dr Mike Leggett
was recruited to the new post of
Publicity Secretary and he will be
working to increase the visibility
of the Society’s activities. Mike
is a Founder Member of the
Society and is the Survey
coordinator for Buckingham-
shire, Lincolnshire and Rutland.

Above: Dr Mike Leggett, the Society’s new
Publicity Secretary.

Right: SHA Treasurer Dr Roger Hutchins
(left) with his friend Ben. Any members tardy
in renewing their membership will receive a

visit from Ben.
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He is currently Publicity Officer
for the Milton Keynes
Astronomical Society (and has
also served as Chairman and
Secretary of that Society), so he
brings a wealth of experience to
the post. In addition he is a
Fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society and of the
British Interplanetary Society
and a member of the British
Astronomical Association and
the Planetary Society. He was a
founder member of the South
Lincolnshire Astronomical and
Geophysical Society in 1976.

He is a graduate in Chemistry
and Pharmacology from the
University of Nottingham and
also holds a PhD in Chemistry.
He is a Chartered Chemist and a
Member of the Royal Society of
Chemistry, a member of the
Astrophysical Chemistry Group
and the Historical Group. He
holds a Postgraduate Diploma in
Technical Authorship and
Communication and is a Member
of the Institute of Scientific and
Technical Communicators. In
addition, he is a member of
several historical and heritage
organisations, including the
National Trust, English Heritage
and the Society of Genealogists.

David Henderson, the Society’s
long-standing Webmaster stood
down during February because of
accumulating work and family
commitments. David has done
sterling work on the Society’s
Web site and we thank him most
warmly for his contribution. SHA
stalwart Stuart Williams stepped
in as the new Webmaster.

At the AGM on 29 October the
Society’s long-standing
Chairman, Gilbert Satterthwaite,
and General Secretary Kevin
Kilburn both stood down. Gilbert

has been Chairman for seven
years and Kevin General
Secretary (and previously
Secretary) for four years. They
have both made an enormous
contribution to the Society and
are owed a huge debt of
gratitude. Madeline Cox stood as
the Chairman and Gilbert kindly
stood as Vice Chairman in order
to ensure continuity. Stuart
Williams stood as General
Secretary and Peter Hingley as
both Membership and Meetings
Secretaries. All were duly
elected. A full report of the AGM
will appear in a future issue of the
Bulletin.

Events during 2011
The first SHA event of 2011 was
the Spring Conference held at the
Institute of Astronomy
Cambridge on Saturday 9 April.
The meeting started at 10:00 am
and included informative and
enjoyable talks by Dr Anita
McConnell, Peter Hingley and
Dr Michael Hoskins.
Unfortunately Prof. Colin
Pillinger was not able to speak
due to ill health and SHA
General Secretary Kevin Kilburn
stood in at short notice with an
alternative talk. Our best wishes
go to Prof. Pillinger.

The Society’s annual picnic
was held on Saturday 16 July at
the Orwell Park Observatory,
Orwell Park School, in the
village of Nacton, near Ipswich,
Suffolk. The Society was made
extremely welcome by the
Orwell Astronomical Society
(Ipswich; OASI). In addition to
the picnic itself there were tours
of, and talks about, the
Observatory, with its splendid
Victorian Tomline Refractor. The

Society is most grateful to OASI
for making the day so enjoyable
and informative.

The 2011 AGM and Autumn
Conference was held, as usual, at
the Birmingham and Midland
Institute (BMI) on Saturday 29
October 2011. In addition to the
AGM there were talks by Brian
Sheen, John Dee, Clive
Davenhall and last in the
schedule, but very far from least,
Dr Allan Chapman.

Full reports of these events will
appear in a future issue of the
Bulletin.

Meetings

Programme for

2012
The outline programme for 2012
is as follows. In all cases further
details will be announced later.

Sat. 28 Apr. Spring Conference,
at the National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich.   Some
further details are given in the
enclosed sheet.

Sat. 9 Jun. (TBC) Summer
Picnic. The venue is not
finalised, but a possibility under
investigation  is Carr House,
Much Hoole, Lancashire, from
where Jeremiah Horrocks made
the first observation of a transit
of Venus in 1639.

Sat. 27 Oct. Autumn Conference
and AGM, at the BMI in central
Birmingham. Offers of talks
(which may be of thirty, forty of
fifty minutes duration) are
welcome. Anyone interested in
presenting their work should
contact the Meetings Secretary
(contact details on p62).
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Suggestions for the

2013 Programme
The options for meetings in 2013
are being considered. Possibilities
for the Spring Conference include
the historic Chetham’s Library in
Manchester, where two successful
meetings have already been held,
or a venue in Durham.

Several members have
suggested holding the Summer
Picnic in Sidmouth in order to
visit the  Norman Lockyer
Observatory. On the one hand
there are concerns that this
location may be too remote to
attract enough members to make
the event viable; on the other
members may choose to make the
picnic a part of a longer break in
an attractive part of the country.
Council are taking advice from
members. Your preferences,
comments and suggestions for
alternative venues are most
welcome. Please do make your

views known by e-mail to the
Meetings Secretary (contact
details on p62).

Council Meetings

during 2011/12
During 2011 Council meetings
were held as follows:

Sat. 12 March, at the premises of
the RAS, Burlington House,
London,

Sat. 10 September 2011, at the
BMI in central Birmingham,

Sat. 12 November 2011, at the
premises of the RAS, Burlington
House, London.

The following meetings are
scheduled for 2012:

Sat. 10 March 2012, venue TBC,

Sat. 8 September 2012, venue
TBC.
Council aims to usually meet

three times per year and a third
meeting during 2012 will be
arranged. Council meetings are
not open due to lack of space, but
any member may attend by prior
arrangement with the General
Secretary. Similarly, if you have
any issue that you would like to
raise with Council then please
contact the General Secretary in
advance (contact details on p62).

The SHA Web Site
Following David Henderson’s
resignation (above) Stuart
Williams stepped in as the new
Webmaster. He has been
involved in the site since its
inception and brings a wealth of
experience to the role. He has
already given the site a spring
clean and plans further
enhancements. You are
encouraged to visit the site,
which is at: http://www.shastro.
org.uk/

BAA Historical Section News

Mike Frost

A year ago, much to my surprise, I
was offered the post of Section
Director for the British
Astronomical Association’s
Historical Section. I was delighted
to accept. I was also delighted to
secure the services of Lee
Macdonald, another SHA member,
as my deputy.

Although BAA members have an
excellent record of publishing
historical research in the Journal,
there has been little section activity
recently. So we were delighted
when we managed to organise a

section meeting for the BAA
Historical Section, at the Institute
of Astronomy in Cambridge, on
Saturday 27 November 2010 (see
p21). We were very grateful to
Mark Hurn, IoA librarian and SHA
archivist, for acting as our sponsor.

We think that a resurgent BAA
Historical Section will be a real
boon to the SHA, providing it with
a new source of potential
members. In return, we are hoping
that SHA members can provide
their knowledge and research skills
to help out BAA members who

have historical questions which
they are hoping to answer. Some
recent enquiries that I would
appreciate any information about
follow.

From Josh Winn, MIT:

‘Greetings! I am seeking
information about J.R. Holt, an
astronomer (or quite possibly an
amateur astronomer) who was
based in Ireland in the late
nineteenth century. He was elected
as a member of the BAA in 1894. I
am a professor at MIT who has
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been studying eclipsing
exoplanets, and in particular the
‘Rossiter-McLaughlin effect’ by
which we can learn the obliquity of
the star with respect to the
planetary orbit. This effect has
been known in the eclipsing-
binary community since at least
1924. I recently found a
fascinating letter to the editor by
J.R. Holt published in 1893 in the
journal Astronomy and Astro-
Physics (now defunct, formerly
published by Goodsell
Observatory, Northfield,
Minnesota). This letter makes
clear that Holt anticipated the
‘Rossiter-McLaughlin effect’ by
many years. The article citation is:
Astronomy and Astro-Physics,
XII, p646 (1893).

I am very interested to know
more about J.R. Holt — for
example, whether he was a
professional or amateur
astronomer. (I am not even certain
that “he” was a man.) From his
correspondence with the journal I
see that the address he gave was 6,
Harrington Street, Dublin, Ireland.
He wrote a few articles in
Astronomy and Astro-Physics and
Popular Astronomy, on topics
such as the canals on Mars. Our
reference librarian at MIT learned
that he was elected a BAA member
in 1894, and was also a member of
the London Mathematical Society.
I have not been able to locate any
further information. If you are able
to access any records about Holt,
or have any tips about how I might
learn more, I would be greatly
appreciative.’

From Neil Macnaughton:

‘I have in my possession a
catalogue published in 1955 by W.
Ottway & Co Ltd, Designers and
Manufactures of Optical and

Scientific Equipment. Ottways had
at that time their Head Office and
Works at Orion Works, Northfield
Avenue, Ealing, London
W13.They describe themselves as
“Contractors to: Admiralty, War
Office, Air Ministry, India Office,
Crown Agents for the Colonies,
Admiralty Research Laboratory
and National Physical Laboratory
etc”. The catalogue extends to
about twenty one pages and is
devoted to astronomical
telescopes, eyepieces, equatorial
mounts etc. The equipment is of
excellent quality or appears so.
What is interesting about Ottways
is that they claim to have been
“Established 1640”. I have not
heard of Ottways since I came into
possession of the catalogue and I
assume they have been wound up
or absorbed by another
organisation. A company making
optical and scientific instruments
and dating back to 1640 must be of
some interest to historians.
Unfortunately I can find out
nothing about Ottways and I
wonder if you have any
information or suggestions for
researching their origins.’

An instrument maker from 1640
would be of interest to me
personally, but the name Ottway
does not ring any bells – of course,
the company may have changed
name between 1640 and 1955.

Finally, Tony Walkden

contacted me on behalf of Pam
Hames, the niece of Harold W.
Cox, a BAA member in the 1940s
and 1950s, enclosing a cutting
from the Pinner News. Cox was a
prolific observer of variable stars
and also an innovative telescope
maker. We are particularly
interested in hints of a
correspondence with the Royal
Astronomical Society over the

design for some sort of observing
equipment.

Can anyone in the SHA shed
light on J.R.Holt, Ottways or
Harold Cox? Please contact me (e-
mail: frostma@aol.com) if you
can.

It is most likely that BAA
research interests will concentrate
on people from living memory, or
the early years of the Association.
Nonetheless for future meetings I
am hoping to push back the
boundaries to earlier periods in
British astronomical history. I also
want to take a leaf out of the SHA’s
book by organising meetings at
various locations around the
country. 

Our next meeting will be on
Saturday 5 May 2012 from 10:00
am to 6:00pm at Soho House,
Handsworth, Birmingham. Soho
House was the home of the
eighteenth-century industrialist
Matthew Boulton and meeting
place of the Lunar Society, whose
members included James Watt,
Erasmus Darwin and Josiah
Wedgwood. The theme of the
meeting will be Astronomy in the
Industrial Age (1700-1900) but we
will consider offers of talks on all
subjects. Please contact me (e-mail
address above) if you would like to
offer a talk. More details will
follow closer to the time. SHA
members are most welcome.

It is an exciting time for Lee and
me; I feel the same sense of
opportunity as when the SHA was
first established. I hope you can
join us in May 2012 or at a
subsequent meeting.

Further reading

The BAA Historical Section’s Web
site is: http://www.britastro.org/
history
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SHA Contacts

Hon President

Dr Allan Chapman

Hon Vice Presidents:

Dr Michael Hoskin
Sir Patrick Moore CBE FRS

Chairman

Madeline Cox FRAS chair@shastro.org.uk

General Secretary, Webmaster, Research Librarian

Stuart Williams secretary@shastro.org.uk

Treasurer

Roger Hutchins FRAS
roger.hutchins@magd.oxon.org

Membership Secretary, Meetings Secretary

Peter Hingley pdh@ras.org.uk
The Librarian, Royal Astronomical Society, 
Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W1J 0BQ

Publicity Secretary

Mike Leggett FRAS FBIS leggett189@btinternet.com

Executive Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer

Kevin Johnson theaa@shastro.org.uk

Editor, SHA Bulletin and eNews (for all correspondence)
Clive Davenhall newsletter@shastro.org.uk
30 Millar Crescent, Morningside, Edinburgh, EH10 5HH

Layout Editor, SHA Bulletin

Peter Grego FRAS ptgrego@yahoo.co.uk

Head Librarian

Madeline Cox FRAS library@shastro.org.uk

Archivist

Mark Hurn FRAS archive@shastro.org.uk

Survey Co-ordinator

Roger Jones ziksby@gmail.com

General communications to the Society should be directed to the
General Secretary in the first instance.

SHA Web site: http://www.shastro.org.uk

Contributions for

the Bulletin
Contributions for the Bulletin
are always most welcome.
Possible items include, but are
not limited to, meeting (and
other event) reports, articles,
letters, reviews, obituaries,
contributions to the
Observatory Scrapbook series
and snippets for inclusion in the
‘News’. In the case of meeting
reports and reviews it is always
prudent to check with the Editor
in advance to avoid inadvertent
duplication. Articles can be on
any aspect of the history of
astronomy or kindred subjects
and usually do not present new
research (the Society publishes
papers presenting significant
original research in the history
of astronomy in The
Antiquarian Astronomer).
Meeting reports and articles
typically contain up to 2000
words and reviews 500-1000
words, but these figures are
guidelines not rules.

Contributions should
preferably be sent as
attachments to e-mail
messages, though paper
contributions are also welcome.
Electronic documents can be
accepted in most modern word-
processing formats.

All contributions and
communication should be
addressed to the Bulletin Editor;
contact details are given
opposite.

Editorial Team
Clive Davenhall (Editor), Peter
Grego (Layout Editor), Madeline
Cox (Assistant Editor and
Reviews Editor) and Stuart
Williams (Obituaries Editor).

The deadline for the next edition of the SHA Bulletin is

Saturday, 3 March 2012
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Forthcoming Meetings and Events

Clive Davenhall

Sat. 28 Apr. SHA Spring
Conference, at the National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich.

Sat. 5 May. Astronomy in the
Industrial Age (1700-1900), BAA
Historical Section Meeting at Soho
House, Birmingham (non-SHA

event). See: http://www.britastro.
org/history/

Sat. 9 Jun. (TBC) SHA Summer
Picnic. The venue is not finalised,
but a possibility under investigation
is Carr House, Much Hoole,
Lancashire, from where Jeremiah

Horrocks made the first observation
of a transit of Venus in 1639.

Sat. 27 Oct. SHA Autumn
Conference and AGM, at the BMI
in central Birmingham. Further
details TBC.

The cosmic eye. Astronomical imagery clearly influenced this striking illustration by the German
symbolist Franz von Stuck (1863-1928) which formed the basis of the poster for the first International

Hygiene Exhibition held in Dresden in 1911. Von Stuck had been commissioned by the industrialist
behind the exhibition, Karl August Lingner (1861-1916), who had seen the image in a dream. The

complete poster was displayed at the (obviously non-astronomical) exhibition Dirt: the Filthy Reality
of Everyday Life which ran at the Wellcome Collection, Euston Road, London until 31 August. See:

http://www.wellcomecollection.org/
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The Townsend Observatory

This striking watercolour shows the Townsend Observatory in Canterbury, New Zealand. The Observatory
tower collapsed during the recent earthquakes that hit that city. The 6-inch Cooke refractor that the
Observatory housed has subsequently been rescued from the rubble and it is hoped to restore it. See p5 and
p53 for further details. Prints of the watercolour are sold by the University of Canterbury.


